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Abstract
Davis, Joy Elizabeth, M.S., Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Wright State
University, 2010. Effect of Free-Edges On Melt Pool Geometry and Solidification Microstructure
in Beam-Based Fabrication Methods.
Laser and electron beam-based additive manufacturing of Ti-6Al-4V are under consid-
eration for application to aerospace components. A critical concern for these processes is
the ability to obtain a consistent and desirable microstructure and corresponding mechan-
ical properties of the deposit. Based on the Rosenthal solution for a moving point-heat
source, recent work has developed simulation-based process maps for the thermal condi-
tions controlling microstructure (grain size and morphology) in beam-based deposition of
semi-infinite geometries, where a steady-state melt pool exists away from free-edges. In
the current study, the Rosenthal solution is modified to include the effects of free-edges.
This is accomplished by the superposition of two point-heat sources approaching one an-
other, with the line of symmetry representing the free-edge. The result is an exact solution
for the case of temperature-independent properties. Dimensionless results for melt pool
geometry, solidification cooling rate and thermal gradient are determined with MATLAB,
and plotted as a function of distance from the free-edge. Finite element analysis is used
to verify results for 2-D and 3-D geometries in both small-scale and large-scale (higher
power) processes. Results are further plotted on solidification maps to predict trends in
microstructure for Ti-6Al-4V. Results suggest that melt pool geometry is more sensitive to
free-edges than solidification microstructure, particularly for small-scale processes. This is
an important result for process developers.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
A number of beam-based manufacturing methods are under consideration for aerospace
applications [2, 7–10]. For these applications a consistent and desirable microstructure
must be obtained, with microstructure referring to the grain size and morphology of the
material. Metal beam-based deposition processes include fabrication of complex parts,
adding detailed features to cast parts, and repair. Widespread commercialization requires
the ability to predict and control melt pool size and solidification microstructure at a given
point in the process. The mechanical properties of the deposited material are dependent on
the solidification microstructure, which is controlled by the thermal conditions at the onset
of solidification.
The effect of free-edges on microstrucutre in beam-based additive manufacturing have
yet to be fully understood. Free-edges must be taken into consideration due to the heat
buildup from conduction. When the melt pool begins to approach the free-edge, the edge
acts as an insulator, causing the melt pool to increase in size. As the point-heat source
leaves the free-edge, the preheating caused by the approach of the free-edge affects both
the melt pool geometry and the thermal conditions controlling solidification microstructure.
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This thesis considers the effect of free-edges in beam-based fabrication methods on melt
pool behavior and solidification microstructure. Control of the melt pool size is important
when building complex parts because an oversized melt pool could cause previously lay-
ered detail to be wiped out. Control of solidification microstructure is important because
the microstructure ultimately controls the mechanical properties of the material.
1.2 Literature Review
Compared to conventional methods, an increased ease and precision can be achieved through
solid freeform fabrication (SFF). SFF begins with a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) model,
and sends a layered version of the model to a machine for manufacturing. If only a small
number of parts are required, SFF incurs no additional initial cost as it would in casting.
Also, with other forms of manufacturing, detailed parts require significant casting costs and
machining. SFF eliminates casting and reduces machining costs [11].
Additive manufacturing can be used to decrease casting costs for large components with
detailed features. For example, an engine casing requires detailed features such as flanges,
bungs, lugs and nozzles. Manufacturing currently uses an oversized forging and large
amounts of machining in order to create the detailed features. By using additive manufac-
turing, a simple forging can be created with subsequent detailing done by adding material.
Some machining of features will still be involved, but rough machining can be avoided.
This will decrease manufacturing costs as well as decrease casting size and weight. Addi-
tive manufacturing can also be used for repair of cracks or worn components [12].
Laser engineered net shaping (LENS™) is an example of a beam-based additive man-
ufacturing process. The LENS™ process was developed at Sandia National Laboratories.
It was made commercially available by Optomec Design Company in 1997 [13]. The
LENS™ process begins with a laser beam creating a melt pool on the substrate and in-
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jecting powder particles into the melt pool. The material is built upon layer by layer. The
process is controlled by a 3-D CAD drawing [14]. The LENS™ process can be seen in
Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: LENS™ Fabrication Process [1], (photograph from cover of JOM, Vol. 51, No.
7 July 1999)
Electron beam manufacturing (EBM) is more versatile than laser deposition. The EBM
process is similar to that of laser deposition, beginning with a CAD model which is then
translated to layers and manufactured. However, with an electron beam there are more
options available to control the beam. With a laser the variable options are power, velocity
and powder feed rate. With an electron beam the size and shape of the beam can be also
varied. EBM is an attractive process for manufacturing in space [15].
A method used for modeling a beam-based deposition process includes the 2-D and 3-D
Rosenthal solutions for a moving point-heat source [16]. The Rosenthal solution can be ap-
plied to any moving heat source problem. Various recent applications include obtaining the
temperature fields for a variety of welding speeds [17], determining the steady-state tem-
perature field around a molten pool in a laser solid forming process [18] and calculating the
cooling rate to determine vitrification of a Zr-based alloy by a laser surface treatment [19].
The Rosenthal solution was first applied to laser-based deposition processes by Dykhuizen
and Dobranich [20, 21].
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Numerical modeling of beam-based deposition processes has been used in multiple
cases to predict melt pool behavior and residual stresses, and to verify analytical results
[22–26]. The identification of the dimensionless process variables by Vasinonta et al. [22,
23] led to the development of dimensionless thermal conditions (cooling rate and thermal
gradient) and governing solidification microstructure by Bontha et al. [2, 27, 28]. Thermal
process maps were created as guidelines for process developers. The thermal conditions
were plotted against the nondimensional depth within the melt pool as a function of the
beam power and velocity for both small-scale and large-scale processes.
Rangaswamy et al. [29] observed through direct thermal imaging of the melt pool that
an increase in melt pool size occurs upon approaching a free-edge, without any change in
process variables. Aggarangsi et al. [30] subsequently developed thermomechanical finite
element models to understand and control the increase in melt pool size in the vicinity of
a free-edge. Bontha [5] used finite element analysis to observe the transient effects near
the free-edge. The effect of a laser approaching the free-edge and turning off was evaluted,
as well as the thermal conditions when leaving the free-edge. Recent work by Yasa et
al. [31] experimentally investigated the effect of process variables on elevated edges. Tan et.
al. [32] has recently used the transient temperature behavior and a superposition approach
to observe the behavior at the free-edge in thin-wall structures as a function of dwell time.
In this work, a closed-form solution is presented for a comprehensive study of the meltpool
geometry and solidification microstructure in the vicinity of the free-edge.
1.3 Approach
In this work, the effect of free-edges on melt pool geometry and solidification microstruc-
ture is considered for 2-D thin-wall and bulky 3-D geometries. A variation in beam power
as well as distance from the free-edge are used to develop trends in solidification cool-
ing rate and thermal gradient for both small-scale and large-scale processes. A modified
4
Rosenthal solution is derived based on the analytical model presented in Chapter 3. Melt
pool contours are obtained through numerical root finding in MATLAB and are plotted for
multiple distances from the free-edge. The thermal conditions at the onset of solidification
are extracted throughout the depth of the melt pool. These conditions are then used to plot
solidification maps for predicting grain size and morphology for Ti-6Al-4V. Finite Element
Analysis (FEA) is also performed to verify the analytical results.
1.4 Material
The properties used in this thesis correspond to those of the titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V. Prop-
erties at the melting temperature T=1654 ºC are used in the nondimensionalization while
temperature-dependent properties are used in the FEA. The melting temperature properties
can be seen in Table 1.1 and the temperature-dependent properties can be seen in Table 1.2.
Property Symbol 1654 ºC Properties
Density ! 4002.23
Thermal Conductivity k 30.45
Specific Heat c 857.68
Table 1.1: Ti-6Al-4V Melting Temperature Properties [6]
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Density Temperature ºC
4470 25
4390 550
4350 850
4320 1100
4270 1400
4250 1595
4010 1625
3930 1925
(a)
Thermal
Conductivity
Temperature ºC
6.74 25
10.32 300
13.87 550
22.68 850
25.08 1100
27.48 1250
29.08 1400
30.57 1500
30.57 1625
30.37 1675
32.38 1925
(b)
Specific Heat Temperature ºC
600 25
650 477
687.5 727
712.5 977
734 1227
742 1277
751 1327
762 1377
775 1427
790 1477
807 1527
826 1577
846 1627
863 1670
931 1704
931 2127
(c)
Table 1.2: Ti-6Al-4V Temperature Dependent Density (a), Conductivity (b) and Specific
Heat (c) [6]
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1.5 Overview and Contributions
Overview
This thesis is organized into six total chapers. Chapter 2 contains the background infor-
mation needed to understand the processes used and the results that are obtained. Chapter
3 is the study of the effect of free-edges for 2-D thin-walled geometries and includes a
description of the modeling approach for the exact analytical solution in the vicinity of the
free-edge. The 2-D Rosenthal solution is modified to obtain the melt pool geometry and
thermal conditions, which are used to plot the solidification microstructure. A 2-D finite
element (FEA) model is created to verify analytical model results and include nonlinear
effects of temperature-dependent properties and latent heat. Chapter 4 explores the the
free-edge effects on bulky 3-D geometries. The 3-D Rosenthal solution is modified to in-
clude the effects of the free-edge. The melt pool geometry and solidification microstructure
is obtained for small-scale and large-scale processes. An axisymmetric FEA model is used
to include nonlinear effects and verify the results. Chapter 5 includes a discussion of the
results and conclusions, as well as suggestions for future work.
Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are as follows:
1. For the case of temperature-independent properties, this thesis provides an exact
closed-form solution for the temperature, thermal gradients and cooling rates for a moving
point-heat source in the vicinity of the free-edge.
2. This thesis provides dimensionless results for the solidification cooling rates and
thermal gradients used to determine the solidification microstructure.
3. This thesis provides finite element models to validate the analytical modeling ap-
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proach and to include nonlinearities due to latent heat and temperture-dependent proper-
ties.
4. This thesis provides guidelines for process developers to control the melt pool ge-
ometry and solidification microstrucutre in the vicinity of the free-edge.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 2-D Rosenthal Solution
The first geometry considered by Bontha et al. [2] was the thin-wall, 2-D geometry of
Figure 2.1, in which the process variables of interest are the absorbed beam power !Q and
velocity V . It is assumed that the height h and length L are sufficiently large such that the
steady-state Rosenthal solution for a moving point-heat source applies [16].
!Q V
L
h
b
xo
zo
Figure 2.1: 2-D Geometry [2]
The temperature of the wall for the geometry of Figure 2.1 relative to the position of
9
the point-heat source has been given in dimensionless form by Vasinonta et al. [22–25, 33]
as:
T = e!x0K0
!"
x20 + z
2
0
#
, (2.1)
where K0 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind, order zero. The dimension-
less variables in Equation 2.1 are defined in terms process variables absorbed laser power
!Q and velocity V as well as the thermophysical properties density " , specific heat c and
thermal conductivity k which are assumed to be temperature-independent.
T =
T !T0
!Q
#kb
, x0 =
x0
2k
"cV
and z! =
z0
2k
"cV
. (2.2)
The temperature T is specified at a location (x0,z0) relative to the moving point-heat
source and T0 is the base plate or initial temperature of the wall. The relative coordi-
nates (x0,z0) are defined relative to the fixed spatial coordinates (x,z) at any time t as
(x0,z0)=(x!Vt,z), where V is the laser velocity.
The thermal conditions at the onset of solidification directly control the solidification
microstructure, therefore the thermal gradient and cooling rate must be obtained. These
quantities are evaluated along the melt pool boundary, since the trailing edge of the melt
pool is where solidification begins. In doing so the Rosenthal solution T̄ is set equal to
the dimensionless melting temperature T m and the melt pool boundary is determined from
numerical root finding. [2]
T̄ = e!x0K0
!"
x20 + z
2
0
#
= T m =
Tm!T0
!Q/#kb
. (2.3)
As discussed by Bontha et al., the cooling rate equation can be found by taking the
derivative of the Rosenthal temperature equation with respect to time which gives [2]
10
$ T̄
$ t̄
= e!(x̄!t̄)
$
%
&
(x̄! t̄)"
(x̄! t̄)2 + z̄20
K1
!"
(x̄! t̄)2 + z̄20
#
+K0
!"
(x̄! t̄)2 + z̄20
#'(
) . (2.4)
In Equation 2.4, K1 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind, order 1. Also in
Equation 2.4 is the dimensionless variable x̄, which is related to the relative coordinate x̄0
by the relationship x̄ =x̄0+t̄, where the dimensionless time is given by
t̄ =
t
2k/"cV 2
. (2.5)
As discussed by Bontha et al. [2], the thermal gradient is defined relative to the coordi-
nates as:
!T =
*! ¯$T
$ x̄0
#2
+
!
$ T̄
$ z̄0
#2
, (2.6)
where
$ T̄
$ x̄0
=!e!x̄0
$
%
&
x̄0"
x̄20 + z̄
2
0
K1
!"
x̄20 + z̄
2
0
#
+K0
!"
x̄20 + z̄
2
0
#'(
) (2.7)
and
$ T̄
$ z̄0
=!e!x̄0
$
%
&
z̄0"
x̄20 + z̄
2
0
K1
!"
x̄20 + z̄
2
0
#'(
) . (2.8)
The dimensionless forms of the cooling rate and thermal gradient are related to their
actual values as [2]:
$T
$ t
=
!
2#k2b
!Q"cV 2
#
$T
$ t
(2.9)
and
11
+++!T
+++ =
!
2#k2b
!Q"cV
#
|!T | (2.10)
Process maps have been developed by Bontha et al. that plot the solidification cooling
rate and thermal gradient as a function of dimensionless melting temperature T m, and the
relative depth within the meltpool, zm [2]. Here, zm signifies the deepest extent of the melt
pool for a given T m. These process maps have been validated by FEA models for the
steady-state behavior in a semi-infinite 2-D thin-wall geometry. Figures 2.2a and 2.2b are
the 2-D process maps. Figure 2.2b shows the nondimensional cooling rate
,
$T
$ t
-
process
map where it can be seen that the cooling rate is very sensitive to the melt pool depth. The
cooling rate increases through the depth with a steeper slope for larger values of T m. The
nondimensional thermal gradient
,
!T
-
process map is seen in Figure 2.2a. The thermal
gradient is not sensitive to the melt pool depth, but is sensitive to T m. The thermal gradient
increases with an increased T m and remains constant through the melt pool depth.
12
(a) 2-D Thermal Gradient Process Map [2]
(b) 2-D Cooling Rate Process Map [2]
Figure 2.2: LENSTMCooling Rate (a) and Thermal Gradient (b)
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2.2 3-D Rosenthal Solution
Bontha et al. [3] also considered the 3-D bulky geometry of Figure 2.3, in which the
process variables of interest are the absorbed power !Q and velocity V. It is assumed that
the height h, length L and width b are sufficiently large such that the steady-state Rosenthal
solution for a moving point-heat source applies [16].
Figure 2.3: 3-D Geometry [3]
The temperature of the wall for the geometry of Figure 2.3 relative to the point-heat
source has been given in dimensionless form as [23, 24, 33]:
T =
e!(x̄0+
"
x̄20+ȳ
2
0+z̄
2
0)
2
"
x̄20 + ȳ
2
0 + z̄
2
0
. (2.11)
The dimensionless variables in Equation 2.11 are defined in terms of the absorbed laser
power, thermal conductivity, density, specific heat and velocity V as [23, 24, 33]:
T =
T !T0,
!Q
#k
-,
"cV
2k
- , x0 =
x0
2k
"cV
, y0 =
y0
2k
"cV
and z! =
z0
2k
"cV
. (2.12)
Similar to the 2-D analysis, the thermal conditions on the melt pool boundary must
be obtained in order to determine the solidification microstructure, as the trailing edge of
the melt pool is where solidification occurs. In so doing, the temperature is set equal to the
melting temperature of the material to find the melt pool boundary and nondimensionalized
14
as follows [3]:
T =
e!(x̄0+
"
x̄20+ȳ
2
0+z̄
2
0)
2
"
x̄20 + ȳ
2
0 + z̄
2
0
= T m =
Tm!T0,
!Q
#k
-,
"cV
2k
- (2.13)
Note that for the 3-D geometry, the dimensionless melting temperature depends not only
on the thermal conductivity and applied laser power as in the 2-D geometry, but also on the
specific heat, velocity and density.
As discussed by Bontha et al. [3], the dimensionless cooling rate can be found by taking
the derivative of the Rosenthal temperature equation with respect to time which gives
$ T̄
$ t̄
=
e!
.
(x̄!t̄)+
"
(x̄!t̄)2+ȳ20+z̄20
/
2
"
(x̄! t̄)2 + ȳ20 + z̄20
$
0%
0&
1+
(x̄! t̄)
,"
(x̄! t̄)2 + ȳ20 + z̄20
- +
(x̄! t̄)1
(x̄! t̄)2 + ȳ20 + z̄20
2
'
0(
0)
.
(2.14)
The thermal gradient defined as [3]
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As discussed by Bontha et al. [3], the dimensionless forms are of the thermal conditions
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are related to their actual values as
$T
$ t
=
!
2k
"cV
#2 ! #k
!QV
#
$T
$ t
(2.18)
and
+++!T
+++ =
!
2k
"cV
#2 ! #k
!Q
#
|!T | . (2.19)
Figures 2.4a and 2.4b show the 3-D process maps. The thermal conditions are plotted
versus the melting temperature T̄m and the nondimensional depth z0 within the melt pool
[3]. Similar to the thin-wall case, the cooling rate
,
$T
$ t
-
seen in Figure 2.4b is very sensitive
to the melt pool depth. The thermal gradient
,
!T
-
shown in Figure 2.4a is not as senstitive
to the melt pool depth, with only a slight increase at the bottom of the melt pool. Both are
sensitive to T m.
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(a) 3-D Thermal Gradient Process Map [3]
(b) 3-D Cooling Rate Process Map [3]
Figure 2.4: LENSTMCooling Rate (a) and Thermal Gradient (b)
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2.3 Microstructure
Figure 2.5 depicts an equiaxed microstructure of Ti-6Al-4V [4]. This is an example of
the actual microstructure obtained from a cast material. This is a desirable microstructure
because the grain size is the same in all directions, and the grain boundaries are in various
directions. This type of microstructure is less likely to have a catastrophic crack along a
grain boundary, which makes equiaxed grains a more desirable microstructure.
Figure 2.5: Equiaxed Microstructure [4]
Figure 2.6 shows a columnar microstructure [4]. This is the microstructure that is cur-
rently obtained when using the LENS™ manufacturing system. A columnar microstructure
has elongated grains in the same direction. With elongated grains, the grain boundaries are
long and more sensitive to cracking, which makes columnar microstructure a less desirable
microstructure.
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conditions and then plotting them on solidification maps is the method used to predict the final 
microstructure.  
  
         
 
1.2.2 2-D Rosenthal Solution 
 As discussed by Vasinonta et. al., the 2-D Rosenthal solution [2] seen in Equation 1 
provides a quasi-steady-state solution to 2-D heat conduction equation. [3] 
 
  ( 1 ) 
 
 The Rosenthal solution is a 2-D dimensionless form for a semi-infinite, thin walled 
geometry, which can be seen in Figure 4.   
Figure 3: Columnar microstructure  
(Brown et. al., 2003) 
Figure 2.6: Columnar Mic ostruct re [4]
2.4 Solidificati n Map
Solidification maps are the method used to predict the solidification microstructure based
on the thermal conditions found in analysis. On the y-axis is the variable G, which is the
magnitude of the thermal gradi nt vector. R is the sol dification rate, which ca be seen
on the x-axis. The solidification rate is defined as the cooling rate divided by the thermal
gradient, R = 1G
$T
$ t . Three regions defined on a solidification map correspond to the solid-
ification microstructure: fully equiaxed, mixed and fully columnar. Regions are bounded
by the lines seen in Figure 2.7. Regions have been determined through experimental cali-
bration by Kobryn et al. [7, 34].
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Figure 2.7: G vs. R Solidification Map
Along with the grain morphology, trends in grain size can also be approximated. The
diagnonal limes in Figure 2.7 are lines of constant cooling rate. The arrows indicate the
movemet in G. vs. R space in the direction of increasing cooling rate, which corresponds
to decreasing grain size.
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Chapter 3
Free-Edge Effects in 2-D Thin-Wall
Geometries
3.1 Approaching the Free-Edge
This study considers the thin-wall, 2-D geometry of Figure 3.1, in which the process vari-
ables of interest are the absorbed power !Q and velocity V . This is the same geometry
considered by Bontha et al. [5], where a steady-state melt pool was assumed to exist away
from the free-edge.
!Q V
L
h
b
xo
zo
Figure 3.1: 2-D Geometry
For the case of temperature-independent properties, an exact solution for the tempera-
ture distribution within the vicinity of the free-edge can be obtained by using superposition
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of two point-heat sources approaching each other with the line of symmetry representing
the free-edge. The proposed superposition can be seen in Figure 3.2, where !Q is the
applied laser power, V is the velocity, and ā is the nondimensional distance from the free-
edge. Relative to the first laser’s coordinate system, the effect of the second laser is seen at
((2a-x!),z0) Convection and radiation effects are neglected as they are nominal when com-
pared to the effects of conduction. Therefore, the free-edge boundary condition is insulated,
which is analogous to symmetry, and allows for the superposition approach.
Figure 3.2: Approaching Free-Edge Representation
As illustrated in Figure 3.2, the nondimensional distance from the edge is represented
by the value a. The ratio āl̄ relates the Rosenthal steady-state melt pool size to the distance
from the edge, where l is the Rosenthal melt pool length. It is important to note that the
ratio āl̄ is the same as
a
l , as the nondimensionalization is canceled out. Both variables are
nondimensionalized as:
l =
l
2k
"cV
and ā =
a
2k
"cV
. (3.1)
A modified Rosenthal solution is used to model the melt pool and microstructure behav-
ior. A closed-form solution for the temperature distribution in the vicinity of the free-edge
can be obtained by adding the contribution of the second laser to that of the first in the
Rosenthal solution temperature Equation 2.1. A second term is added to all temperature
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related equations by substituting x̄0 = 2ā! x̄0. The result is an exact solution for the di-
mensionless, 2-D Rosenthal solution for a moving point-heat source in the vicinity of the
free-edge:
T = e!x̄0K0
!"
x̄20 + z̄
2
0
#
+ e!(2ā!x̄0)K0
!"
(2ā! x̄0)2 + z̄20
#
. (3.2)
As discussed in [2, 27, 28], the microstructure of deposited metals depends on cooling
rates and thermal gradients at the onset of solidification. For the effect of the free-edge,
expressions for the dimensionless cooling rate can be obtained through analytical differen-
tiation of Equation 3.2, which gives
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= e!(x̄!t̄)
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The dimensionless thermal gradient is likewise given as
!T =
*! ¯$T
$ x̄0
#2
+
!
$ T̄
$ z̄0
#2
, (3.4)
where
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and
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3.2 Leaving the Free-Edge
In order to determine the complete effect on melt pool size and solidification microstruc-
ture, the superposition approach for the point-heat source leaving the free-edge must also
be modeled. An illustration of the superposition approach for leaving the free-edge can be
seen in Figure 3.3. The free-edge is again modeled by symmetry, with the line of symme-
try representing the free-edge. Two new variables are introduced, with x#0 representing the
x-coordinate and a# representing the distance from the free-edge.
Figure 3.3: Leaving Free-Edge Representation
For computational purposes, the closed-form solution for the effect of leaving the free-
edge must be obtained relative to the variables used for approaching the free-edge. The
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x-coordinate has changed directions, therefore x#0 = !x0. The distance from the free-edge
is now the distance behind the laser, which is the negative direction, so a# =!a.
Using the superposition proposed in Figure 3.3, the effect of the second laser is seen
at ((2a#+x#!),z0) = ((-2a-x!),z0). Substituting x#0 = !x0 in the first term of the Rothenthal
solution (Equation 2.1) and adding the effect of the second laser at ((-2a-x#!),z0) to that of
the first gives:
T = ex̄0K0
!"
x̄20 + z̄
2
0
#
+ e!(2ā+x̄0)K0
!"
(2ā+ x̄0)2 + z̄20
#
. (3.7)
3.3 2-D Modeling Approach
3.3.1 Analytical
For the case of approcahing the edge, dimensionless results for solidification cooling rate
and thermal gradient are calculated numerically extracted from Equations 3.3 - 3.6 using
MATLAB. Previous MATLAB code [5] was modified to include the effects of the free-
edges by adding the appropriate second term to all equations. The MATLAB codes are
found in the Appendix for both 2-D and 3-D geometries. The code was broken into three
parts. Part 1 is the function file found in Appendices A.1 and B.1. The function file was
used which for the numerical root finding. Part 2 is found in Appendices A.2 and B.2. This
code was used to find the initial guess for the melt pool length and depth. Part 3 is found
in Appendices A.3 and B.3. The third part was used to find the dimensionless thermal
conditions and to dimensionalize the values, which were then exported to KaleidaGraph
and plotted on solidification maps. Trial cases for a large distance from the free-edge were
run and compared to Rosenthal process maps that were previously developed for the same
T m values [2, 3].
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The first step in the analysis was to find the melt pool length and depth. This is accom-
plished using numerical root finding, and part 2 of the MATLAB code. An initial guess
was entered and the melt pool boundary was found from the modified Rosenthal solution.
If the initial guess was not close to the actual answer, the root finding failed. Therefore, it
is important to have an understanding of expected trends in results before beginning anal-
ysis. Melt pools were now plotted to visually verify the root finding. Analysis was done at
several distances from the edge for each case. The length of the trailing edge of the melt
pool and the melt pool depth were entered into the third MATAB file, which was used to
calculate the thermal conditions. The nondimensional cooling rate and thermal gradient
were plotted versus the nondimensional depth along the trailing edge of the melt pool.
The thermal conditions were dimensionalized using the properties of Ti-6A-4V at 1654ºC.
The material properties used in analysis are found in Table 1.1. The calculated values were
exported into text files, then imported into KaleidaGraph and plotted on a G vs. R plot.
This produces the solidification map. Calibrated data from microstructure and process
analysis [34] was used in plotting curves for determining microstructure regions corre-
sponding to the solidification grain size and morphology. The process was repeated for
both large-scale and small-scale processes.
For leaving the free-edge, the temperature and thermal condition equations were edited
and a similar evaluation was repeated. The final solidification along the free-edge were
determined by creating an additional loop to obtain the thermal conditions for |x̄0! ā|<
0.0001, which corresponds to the location of the free-edge. The thermal conditions were
then dimensionalized and plotted on a solidification map.
3.3.2 Finite Element Analysis
An FEA model was created in ABAQUS as a 2-D rectangle with a moving concentrated
heat source on the top surface. Temperature-dependent properties were used. The rectan-
gle was split into three partitions consisting of an equal number of spaces in each. The
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spaces decrease in size toward the free-edge. This resulted in a decreased mesh size for the
free-edge data collection. A uniform temperature of 25ºC was applied to the bottom of the
rectangle as the temperature of the base plate. All other sides had an insulated boundary
condition, which is the default. Convection and radiation were neglected due to the previ-
ous argument. The moving concentrated heat flux was applied to consecutive nodes from
left to right using varied time steps to simulate the velocity of the laser. The mesh was
created so it was very fine in the top right corner, which was the edge of concern. The finite
element model can be seen in Figure 3.4 and a sample of the python code used to generatre
the model can be found in Appendix C.
Figure 3.4: 2-D FEA Model
The wall of Figure 3.4 is sufficiently tall and long that a steady-state melt pol exists
away from the free-edges. For leaving the free-edge, a history output was requested for the
nodal temperature, time and heat flux when the temperature along the free-edge is greater
than the melting temperature. These conditions are used to create a solidification map, and
compare to the results of the numerical results.
3.4 Representative Results for 2-D Thin Wall Geometry
This section includes representative, dimensionless results which illustrate the effect of the
free-edge on melt pool geometry and microstructure for 2-D thin wall geometries. Results
from two different cases are presented: the LENSTM (small-scale) process, and a large-
scale process. The term “small-scale process” refers to a process with low beam power,
while “large-scale process” refers to high beam power. By analyzing both ends of the pro-
cess spectrum, trends can be established for a wide variety of processes. For each case, the
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melt pool geometry is plotted as a visual representation of the free-edge. The thermal con-
ditions are then determined along the trailing edge of the melt pool. The nondimensional
cooling rate and thermal gradient are plotted versus the nondimensional depth within the
melt pool. The results are subsequently dimensionalized and solidification maps are created
to determine the grain size and morphology. All results are generated for several distances
from the free-edge, which provides trends as the free-edge is approached. The thermophys-
ical properties of Ti-6Al-4V are assumed constant at the melting temperature Tm = 1654$C,
while the absorption coefficient is assumed to be ! = 0.35. Finally, the wall thickness is
assumed constant at b = 2.26 mm and velocity at V = 4.23 mm/s which is in keeping with
that used in related prior published work [2, 27, 28, 35]. For a particular power !Q, the
above values correspond to a dimensionless melting temperature T m, where
T m =
Tm!T0
!Q
#kb
. (3.8)
The values for nondimensional melting temperature T m = 2.88 and laser power Q = 350
W considered here fall in the range of small-scale processes, and correspond to powers and
velocities that are typical of those used in the LENSTM process. The dimensionless melt
pool geometries can be seen in Figure 3.5. The Rosenthal melt pool is seen on the far left.
The melt pool is an almost circular cross section and increases in size as the point-heat
source approaches the free-edge.
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3.1.1.1 Melt Pool Geometries 
 The dimensionless melt pool geometries can be seen in Figure 9. The Rosenthal melt 
pool is seen on the far left.  For both processes the melt pool is an almost circular cross section 
and increases in size as the point heat source approaches the free-edge.   
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 9: Small-scale (a) and LENS™ (b) process melt pool geometries 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5: LENSTM Process Melt Pool Geometry
Representative results for the normalized cooling rate are plotted in Figure 3.6a as a
function of relative depth within the melt pool for selected values of distance from the
free-edge a for a small-scale (LENSTM) process. The relative depth within the melt pool
varies in the range 0 % z0/zm% 1, where zm is the maximum depth of the melt pool for
a given value of T m. The cooling rate decreases as the point-heat source approaches the
edge. As the melt pool approaches the free-edge, the cooling rate becomes negative. It can
be concluded that the trailing edge of the melt pool is being heated up. The cooling rate
results are expected based on the plots of the melt pool geometry. For the melt pool size to
increase, the trailing edge does not cool.
The thermal gradient versus the melt pool depth can be seen in Figure 3.6b. The thermal
gradient decreases and changes concavity as it approaches the free-edge. However, the
thermal gradient is less sensitive to the free-edge than the cooling rate.
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 10: Small-Scale (a) and LENS™ (b) cooling rate 
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(b) 
Figure 12: Small-scale (a) and LENS™ (b) thermal gradient 
 
3.1.1.3 Solidification Map 
 The solidification map can be seen in the following figure for the LENS™ case.  The 
free-edge acts to decrease the solidification rate, which causes an increase in grain size.  This is 
analogous to an increase in laser power.  The trend moves toward the equiaxed region as the free 
edge is approached, but still remains in the fully columnar region.  The results when the point-
heat source is very close to the edge are plotted on solidification maps because the trailing edge 
of the melt pool is not solidifying.  As was seen in the cooling rate plot, the melt pool boundary 
is being heated back up.  
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Figure 3.6: LENSTMCooling Rate (a) and Thermal Gradient (b)
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The following results are for a large-scale process. The values of nondimensional melt-
ing temperature T m = 0.5 and beam power Q = 2013.2 W are considered to be in the range
of large-scale processes used in deposition of thin-wall geometries. The dimensionless melt
pool geometries can be seen in Figure 3.7 below.
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3.1.2 Large-Scale Free-Edge Effects 
 In this work, a large-scale process is defined with a =0.5, which corresponds to a laser 
power of 2013.3 Watts when using 1654
!
C as the melting temperature, !=0.35 as the fraction of 
laser power applied and Ti-6Al-4V as the material.  
 
3.1.2.1 Melt Pool Geometries 
 The melt pool geometries for the large-scale process can be seen in Figure 14.  The large-
scale melt pools have a flat, surfboard shape compared to the circular cross section of the small-
scale processes.  As the melt pool approaches the edge the size does not observably change.  This 
is because the trailing edge of the melt pool is so large.  The leading edge reacting to the free-
edge does not have a great effect on the overall melt pool.  
 
Figure 14: Large-scale process melt pool geometry 
 
3.1.2.2 Thermal Conditions 
 As previously stated, the thermal conditions at the onset of solidification are what control 
the solidification microstructure. The dimensionless cooling rate and thermal gradient are 
determined and plotted versus the non-dimensional depth of the melt pool.  
 
! 
T 
m
Figure 3.7: Large-Scale Melt Po l Geometry
The large-scale melt pools have a flat, surfboard shape compared to the circular cross
section of the small-scale processes. As the melt pool appr aches the edge, i s size does
not observably change. This is because the trailing edge of the melt pool is so far from the
heat source. The leading edge reacting to the insulated condition at the free-edge does not
have a great effect on the overall melt pool geometry.
The cooling rate plot for the large-scale process can be seen in Figure 3.8a. When com-
paring the Rosenthal solution to the melt pool solution at the edge, the change in cooling
rates is negligible. This result is expected by observing the melt pool plot of 3.7. The
free-edge has little effect on both the melt pool geometry and the cooling rate.
The thermal gradient for a large-scale process can be seen in Figure 3.8b. Similar to
the cooling rate, the thermal gradient does not change as it approaches the free-edge.
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3.1.2.2.1 Dimensionless Cooling Rate 
 The cooling rate plot for the large-scale process can be seen in Figure 15.  When 
comparing the Rosenthal solution to the melt pool at the edge, the cooling rates are very similar 
as the free-edge is approached.  The cooling rate slightly decreases, but remains relatively the 
same so the change is negligible.  This result is expected from observing the melt pool plot.  The 
free-edge had little effect on the melt pool, and also has little effect on the cooling rate.  The only 
negativity in this cooling rate plot is at the very bottom of the melt-pool when the point-heat 
source is right at the free-edge.  
 
Figure 15: Large-scale process cooling rate 
 
3.1.2.2.2 Dimensionless Thermal Gradient 
 The thermal gradient for a large-scale process can be seen in Figure 16.  Similar to the 
cooling rate, the thermal gradient does not change as is approaches the free-edge.  A small 
difference can be seen near the bottom of the melt pool, but the change is negligible.  There is no 
change in concavity for the large-scale process.  
(a) Large-Scale Process Cooling Rate
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Figure 16: Large-scale process thermal gradient 
 
3.1.2.3 Solidification Map 
 Dimensionalizing the thermal conditions and plotting on a G vs R plot determines the 
solidification microstructure.  This plot can be seen in Figure 17.  As expected, based on the 
trends in the thermal conditions, the solidification microstructure does not change as the melt 
pool approaches the free-edge. The solidification microstructure transforms from fully equiaxed, 
to mixed, and then to fully columnar for increasing depth of the melt pool. This result is what is 
expected from a large-scale process based on previous results of the Rosenthal solution.  
(b) Large-Scale Process Thermal Gradient
Figure 3.8: Large-Scale Cooling Rate (a) and Thermal Gradient (b)
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Finite element analysis was performed to verify the Rosenthal results. Results from
simulations with temperature-dependent properties for Ti-6Al-4V were plotted on the so-
lidification map. The values for nondimensional melting temperature and laser power
T m = 2.88 and Q = 350 W considered here fall in the range of small-scale processes, and
correspond to the power that is typical of those used in the LENSTM process. The resulting
melt pool geometries can be seen in Figure 3.9. The Rosenthal melt pool is seen on the far
left. The melt pool is an almost circular cross-section and increases in size as the point-heat
source approaches the free-edge. These results verify the behavior illustrated in Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.9: Finite Element Analysis LENSTM Process Melt Pool Geometry
3.4.1 Effect of Approaching the Free-Edge on Solidification Microstruc-
ture
As discussed in [2, 27, 28], results for solidification thermal gradient and cooling rate can
be used to predict grain size and morphology by using a solidification map. Given the
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solidification cooling rate $T$ t and thermal gradient G = |!T|, the solidification rate R is
determined as:
R =
1
G
$T
$ t
. (3.9)
A solidification map showing the effect of free-edges on predicted grain morphology for
the LENSTM and large-scale deposition of thin-wall Ti-6Al-4V deposits, as well as results
from the FEA analysis, are shown in Figure 3.10 The values of G and R plotted in Figure
3.10 (a-b) are extracted from the dimensionless cooling rate and thermal gradient plots
of Figures 3.6, and 3.8, with thermophysical properties at 1654$C and process variables
as previously noted. The results of Figure 3.10 (c) are extracted directly from the finite
element analysis for a small-scale process.
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Figure 17: Large-scale process solidification map 
 
 
(b) Large-Scale Process Solidification Map
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Figure 9: LENSTM (a) Large-Scale (b) and FEA (c) Solidification Maps
In Fig.9 the solidificaion maps for the LENSTM (a) case is shown, the free-edge acts to de-
crease the solidification rate and thermal gradient, which causes an increase in grain size. The
microstructure remains in the fully columnar region, so as the free-edge is approached, columnar
grains with an increasing size are obtained. The results when the point- heat source is very close
to the edge are not plotted on solidification maps because the trailing edge of the melt pool is not
solidifying. As was seen in the cooling rate plot, the melt pool boundary is being heated back up.
Also seen in Fig. 9 (b) is the large-scale process solidification map. As expected, based on
the trends in the thermal conditions, the solidification microstructure does not change as the melt
pool approaches the free-edge. The solidification microstructure, for all distances from the free-
edge, transforms from fully equiaxed, to mixed, and then to fully columnar for increasing depth of
(b) Large-Scale Process Solidification Map
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In Fig.9 the solidificaion aps for the LE ST (a) case is shown, the free-edge acts to de-
crease the solidification rate and ther al gradient, hich causes an increase in grain size. The
icrostructure re ains in the fully colu nar region, so as the free-edge is approached, columnar
grains with an increasing size are obtained. The results when the point- heat source is very close
to the edge are not plotted on solidification maps because the trailing edge of the melt pool is not
solidifying. As was seen in the cooling rate plot, the melt pool boundary is being heated back up.
Also seen in Fig. 9 (b) is the large-scale process solidification map. As expected, based on
the trends in the thermal conditions, the solidification microstructure does not change as the melt
pool approaches the free-edge. The solidification microstructure, for all distances from the free-
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Figure 17: Large-scale process soli ification map 
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Figure 9: LENSTM (a) Large-Scale (b) and FEA (c) Solidification Maps
In Fig.9 the solidificaion maps for the LENSTM (a) case i shown, th free-edge acts to de-
crease the solidification ra e and thermal g adient, which caus s an increase in grain size. The
micro tructure remains in the fully columnar r gion, so as the free-edge is approached, columnar
grains with an i creasing size are obtained. The r sult w n the point- hea source is very close
to the edge are not plotted on solidification maps because the trailing edge of the melt pool is not
solidifying. As was seen in the cooling rate plot, the melt pool boundary is being heated back up.
Also seen in Fig. 9 (b) is the large-scale process solidification map. As expected, based on
the trends in the thermal conditions, the solidification microstructure does not change as the melt
pool approaches the free-edge. The solidification microstructure, for all distances from the free-
edge, transforms from fully equiaxed, to mixed, and then to fully columnar for increasing depth of
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Figure 9: LENSTM (a) Large-Scale (b) and FEA (c) Solidification Maps
In Fig.9 the solidificaion maps for the LENSTM (a) case is shown, the free-edge acts to de-
crease the solidification rate and thermal gradient, which causes an increase in grain size. The
microstructure remains in the fully columnar region, so as the free-edge is approached, columnar
grains with an increasing size are obtained. The results when the point- heat source is very close
to the edge are not plotted on solidification maps because the trailing edge of the melt pool is not
solidifying. As was seen in the cooling rate plot, the melt pool boundary is being heated back up.
Also seen in Fig. 9 (b) is the large-sc l r cess solidification map. As expected, based on
the trends in the thermal conditions, the solidification microstructure does not change as the melt
(a) LENSTMProcess Solidification Map
Increasing 
!z
!z0
Increasing 
grain size
(b) Large-Scale Process Solidification Map
(c) FEA Small Scale Solidific tion Map
Figure 3.10: 2-D Solidification Maps
The olid ficaion maps for the LENSTM cas is shown in Figure 3.10a. The free-edge
acts to decrease the solidification rate and ther al gradient, which causes an increase in
grain size. The microstructure remains in the fully columnar region, mov ng slightly lower
and to the left. As the free-edge is approached, the material has columnar grains with an
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increasing size.
Also seen in Figure 3.10b is the large-scale process solidification map. As expected,
based on the trends in the thermal conditions, the solidification microstructure does not
change as the melt pool approaches the free-edge. The solidification microstructure, for all
distances from the free-edge, transforms from fully equiaxed, to mixed, and then to fully
columnar for increasing depth of the melt pool. This result is expected from a large-scale
process based on previous results of the Rosenthal solution [5].
In Figure 3.10c, the solidification results from nonlinear FEA are plotted. The proper-
ties used in this analysis correspond to those used in the LENS process. Therefore the
Rosenthal solution solidification map seen in Figure 3.10a can be verified through the
FEA solidification map seen in Figure 3.10c. While approaching the free-edge the mi-
crostrucutre still remains in the fully columnar region. While the nonlinearlity is evident in
the numerical results, the trends in Figure 3.10c are well predicted by the analytical results
of Figure 3.10a.
3.4.2 Effect of Leaving the Free-Edge
The effect of leaving the free-edge on melt pool geometry can be seen in Figure 3.11. The
FEA model results (left) are compared with those obtained from the analytical solution
(right). The top melt pool begins when the point-heat source is directly at the free-edge
after the approach. As the point-heat source leaves the free-edge the melt pool increases in
depth and length. Leaving the free-edge takes approximately three times as long to return
to the Rosenthal melt pool size compared to the location of the Rosenthal melt pool when
approaching the free-edge. This is due to preheating in the vicinity of the free-edge.
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Figure 3.11: Leaving Melt Pool Geometry
The effect of the point-heat source leaving the free-edge on grain morphology can be
seen in Figure 3.12. Results are determined for the final microstructure once the point-
heat source leaves the free-edge and final solidification occurs at x=0 (right at the edge).
Results shown compare the data obtained from the Rosenthal analysis, with that obtained
from finite element analysis.
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Figure 3.12: 2-D Microstructure at free-edge
When leaving the free-edge, the behavior is similar to an increase in laser power. This
is because of preheating from the approach and insulation at the edge. The solidification
microstructure transforms toward the equiaxed region at the free-edge. This is a consistent
result when compared to that of an increase in the beam power for a steady-state melt pool.
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Chapter 4
Free-Edge Effects in 3-D Bulky
Geometries
4.1 Approaching the Free-Edge
As described for the 2-D thin-walled geometry, the effect of the second laser in Figure
2.3is seen at ((2a-x!), ȳ0, z0). A closed form solution for the effect of the free-edge can be
obtained by adding the contribution of the second beam to that of the first in the Rosenthal
solution of Equation 2.11. The temperature is evaluated at the middle cross-section of the
melt pool, thus substituting y0 = 0 gives the dimensionless 3-D Rosenthal solution with the
effect of free-edges included:
T =
e!(x̄0+
"
(x̄20+z̄
2
0)
2
"
x̄20 + z̄
2
0
+
e!((2ā!x̄0)+
"
(2ā!x̄0)2+z̄20)
2
"
(2ā! x̄0)2 + z̄20
. (4.1)
The validity of the above equation can be verified by evaluating it at a large distance from
the edge. As a& ", the 3-D Rosenthal solution is obtained.
As discussed in [2, 27, 28], the microstructure of deposited metals depends on cooling
rates and thermal gradients at the onset of solidification. For the effect of the free-edge, ex-
pressions for the dimensionless cooling rate and thermal gradient can be obtained through
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analytical differentiation of Equation 4.1. In so doing, the dimensionless cooling rate is
found to be:
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The dimensionless thermal gradient is given by
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4.2 Leaving the Free-Edge
Based on the argument presented in Chapter 3 for 2-D geometries, the effect of the second
heat source is seen at ((-2a-x!),z0). A closed-form solution for the effect of the free-edge
can be obtained by adding the contribution of the second beam to the first in the Rosenthal
solution. Equation 4.6 represents the dimensionless 3-D Rosenthal solution with the effect
of leaving the free-edge included.
T =
e!(!x̄0+
"
(x̄20+ȳ
2
0+z̄
2
0)
2
"
x̄20 + ȳ
2
0 + z̄
2
0
+
e!((2ā+x̄0)+
"
(2ā+x̄0)2+ȳ20+z̄
2
0)
2
"
(2ā+ x̄0)2 + ȳ20 + z̄
2
0
. (4.6)
4.3 3-D Modeling Approach
4.3.1 Analytical
A similar analytical approach that was employed for the 2-D geometry is used by substi-
tuting the 3-D equations for the temperature and thermal conditions. MATLAB is used to
calculate the thermal conditions as well as plot the melt pool boundary in the (x0, z0) plane.
4.3.2 Finite Element Analysis
For the bulky 3-D geometry, a 2-D axisymmetric model can be used to observe the effects
along the deepest cross-section of the melt pool. This FEA modeling approach here is
similar to those used by Birnbaum et al. [36], Aggarangsi et al. [36], and Bontha et al. [5]
to represent beam-based deposition for bulky 3-D geometries. The axisymettric axis is the
axis parallel to the laser direction. In the axisymmetric model, the point-heat source is
modeled as moving through the center of a large solid that is twice the geometry actually
shown. This is because the top surface of the bulky 3-D geometry is insulated, which is
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equivalent to a symmetry condition at r = 0. Therefore the laser power must be twice the
actual for the 3-D geometry being modeled. In order to accomplish this, !=0.7 is used
instead of !=0.35. This model allows for shorter computation time, with no additional
error.
Figure 4.1: Axisymmetric Model [5]
4.4 Representative Results for Bulky 3-D Geometry
The results for a bulky 3-D geometry are described in this section. A small-scale process
and a large-scale process are presented to span the process range. The properties for Ti-
6Al-4V are used in the nondimensionalization and for plotting on solidification maps.
In the case of a bulky 3-D geometry, a small-scale process is defined as T̄m=2.88, ehich
corresponds to a power of Q=324.47W . The melt pool shape for a small-scale bulky 3-D
geometry is nearly a hemisphere, which is seen in Figure 4.2. The melt pool has to be
less than two melt pool lengths from the edge for the effect to be seen. As the point-heat
source approaches the free-edge, the melt pool increases in size, but remains the same
hemispherical shape.
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Figure 4.2: Small-Scale 3D Melt Pool Geometry
The thermal conditions are plotted as a function of nondimensional depth within the
melt pool in Figure 4.2. The cooling rate decreases as the free-edge is approached, and
becomes negative in the vicinity of the free-edge. This means that the melt pool is actually
heating up and no longer solidifiying. This is an effect similar to that seen in the 2-D
geometry. The thermal gradient seen in Figure 4.3b also decreases as the point-heat source
approaches the free-edge. Overall, the thermal gradient is somewhat less sensitive to the
free-edge than the cooling rate, which is a similar result as seen in the 2-D case.
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(a) 3-D Small-Scale Cooling Rate
(b) 3-D Small-Scale Process Thermal Gradient
Figure 4.3: Small-Scale 3D Cooling Rate (a) and Thermal Gradient (b)
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For bulky, 3-D geometries, large-scale behavior of the melt pool requires a larger beam
power (a smaller T m). As a result, a large scale process is defined as T̄m=0.1, which corre-
sponds to a beam power of 9332.1 W. The melt pool for a large-scale, bulky 3-D geometry
is a long surfboard-like shape, which is seen in Figure 4.4. There is very little effect on the
melt pool geometry as the free-edge is approached. This result is similar to that seen in the
2-D analysis.
Figure 4.4: 3-D Large-Scale Melt Pool Geometry
The thermal conditions are plotted vs. the nondimensional depth of the melt pool can be
seen in Figures 4.5a and 4.5b. Both the cooling rate and thermal gradient remain relatively
constant when approaching the free-edge. This result is expected based on the melt pool
geometry experiencing little effect from the free-edge. It can be concluded that for a large-
scale process, approaching the free-edge has negligible effect on the thermal conditions
controlling microstructure.
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(a) 3-D Large-Scale Process Cooling Rate
(b) 3-D Large-Scale Process Thermal Gradient
Figure 4.5: Small-Scale 3D Cooling Rate (a) and Thermal Gradient (b)
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4.4.1 Effect of Approaching the Free-Edge on Solidification Microstruc-
ture
Analogous to the previous sections, solidification maps are used here to provide predictions
of grain morphology in Ti-6Al-4V.
Solidification maps showing the effect of free-edges on predicted grain morphology for
the small scale and large-scale deposition of bulky 3-D geometries of Ti-6Al-4V deposits
are shown in Figure 4.6. The values of G and R plotted in Figure 4.6 are extracted from
the dimensionless cooling rate and thermal gradient plots of Figures 4.3 and 4.5, with
thermophysical properties at 1654$C and process variables as previously noted.
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(a) 3-D Small-Scale Process Solidification Map
(b) 3-D Large-Scale Process Solidification Map
Figure 4.6: 3-D Solidification Maps
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The solidificaion map for the small-scale process case is shown in Figure 4.6a. The free-
edge acts to decrease the solidification rate and thermal gradient, which causes an increase
in grain size. The microstructure remains in the fully columnar region. As the free-edge
is approached, columnar grains with an increasing size are obtained. Results very close to
the edge are not plotted on solidification maps because the trailing edge of the melt pool is
not solidifying. As was seen from the cooling rate in Figure 4.3a, the melt pool boundary
is being heated back up.
Shown in Figure 4.6b is the large-scale process solidification map. Based on the trends
in the thermal conditions and melt pool geometry, the solidification microstructure does
not change significantly as the melt pool approaches the free-edge. The solidification mi-
crostructure, for all distances from the free-edge, transforms from fully columnar to mixed
at the surface of the deposit.
4.4.2 Effect of Leaving the Free-Edge
The effect of leaving the free-edge on melt pool geometry can be seen in Figure 4.7. The
FEA model results (left) are compared with those obtained from the analytical solution
(right). The top melt pool begins when the point-heat source is directly at the free-edge
after the approach. As the point-heat source leaves the free-edge the melt pool increases
in depth and length. Compared to 2-D thin-wall geometry, leaving the free-edge takes less
time to return to the Rosenthal melt pool size compared to the location of the Rosenthal
melt pool when approaching the free-edge. This is because the 3-D geometry provides an
additional direction for heat conduction, which reduces the preheating associated with the
free-edge.
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Figure 4.7: Leaving Melt Pool Geometry
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Chapter 5
Summary and Conclusions
5.1 Results of This Work
In general, the results of this work suggest that melt pool geometry may be more sensi-
tive to free-edges than solidification microstructure, particularily for small-scale processes.
However this result also suggests that strategies for controlling melt pool geometry might
be used to simultaneously control microstructure. This is an important result for process
developers. Knowing how to control trends in melt pool geometry and solidification mi-
crostructure can help process developers tailor the deposition.
For a small-scale process in 2-D thin-wall geometries, approaching the free-edge causes
the melt pool to increase in size, although it remains the same half-circlular shape. This
response is also seen in the cooling rate and thermal gradient plots as the cooling rate goes
negative and the thermal gradient changes concavity. When the cooling rate goes negative,
results show that the trailing edge of the melt pool is not solidifying; it is actually heating
up. When approaching the free-edge approach, the microstructure remains in the fully
columnar region. The FEA results act to verify results through similar melt pool contours
and solidification map predictions.
When leaving the free-edge, there is an effect seen for small-scale processes in 2-D
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thin-wall geometries. The melt pool geometry changes from an almost half-circular shape
to a surfboard like shape near the free-edge. The result of the solidifcation microstruture
at the free-edge moves towards the equiaxed region at the top of the solidified edge. The
change in melt pool geometry and solidification microstructure is analogous to that seen
with an increase in beam power.
For a large-scale process in 2-D thin-wall geometries, approaching the free-edge has a
negligible effect. The melt pool does not increase in size and remains the same surfboard
like shape. This result is because of the long trailing edge which is far from the heat
source. The cooling rate, thermal gradient and solidification microstructure also have very
little change.
For a small-scale process in bulky 3-D geometries, the results are similar to those found
for the 2-D thin-wall geometry. Approaching the free-edge causes the melt pool to increase
in size, but has little effect on the solidification microstructure. Leaving the free-edge
causes a change in the melt pool geometry and movement towards an equiaxed microstruc-
ture upon solidification.
For a large-scale process in bulky 3-D geometries, the result is again similar to that
found for the 2-D thin-wall geometries although a bulky 3-D geometry requires a higher
beam power than a 2-D thin-wall geometry to obtain the surfboard like geometry and
equiaxed microstructure found in a large-scale process. Approaching the free-edge causes
negligible change in the melt pool geometry and soldification microsructure.
Overall, it can be concluded that free-edges have most significant effect on melt pool
geometry and microstructure for small-scale, 2-D thin wall geometries. The effect of free-
edges is less for bulky 3-D geometries and minimal for large-scale processes in both 2-D
and 3-D.
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5.2 Future Work
The equations presented in this thesis could be used in process design, optimization and
control algorithms to aid in process development. Adjusting process parameters at the
free-edge could be used to predict and control the melt pool geometry and solidification
microstructure.
The change in soldification microstructure when leaving the free-edge could be con-
nected to the change in melt pool geometry. With the change toward a surfboard like ge-
ometry, there is movement towards the equiaxed region of the solidification map. The surf-
board like geometries seen in large-scale processes also experience the same microstruc-
tural effects. The connection between lentgh to depth ratio and solidification microstructure
should be explored in the future.
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Appendix A
2-D MATLAB Code
A.1 2-D Function File
f u n c t i o n v a l u e = f ( x0bar , Tmbar , z0bar , a )
v a l u e =Tmbar!( exp(!x0ba r )* b e s s e l k ( 0 , s q r t ( x0ba r ^2+ z 0 b a r ^ 2 ) ) ) ! . . .
( exp (!(2* a!x0ba r ) ) * b e s s e l k ( 0 , s q r t ( ( 2 * a!x0bar )^2+ z 0 b a r ^ 2 ) ) ) ;
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A.2 2-D Melt Pool Root Finding
c l c
c l e a r a l l
f o r m a t long
% v a l u e o f Tmbar
Tmbar =2.8761
%Tmbar = i n p u t ( ’ I n p u t t h e v a l u e o f Tmbar = ’ ) ;
%I n t i a l g u e s s f o r r o o t f i n d i n g
x0bar ( 1 ) = i n p u t ( ’ I n p u t t h e i n i t i a l g u e s s f o r r o o t f i n d i n g ( o n l y f o r i n i t i a l g u e s s )= ’ ) ;
%R e s o l u t i o n
A= i n p u t ( ’ I n p u t t h e r e s o l u t i o n t h r o u g h t h e d e p t h o f t h e me l t poo l = ’ ) ;
ND = i n p u t ( ’ I n p u t t h e me l t poo l d e p t h = ’ ) ;
%v a r i a n c e o f Normal ized me l t poo l l e n g t h (0 <d<L )
a = i n p u t ( ’ I n p u t t h e v a l u e o f " a " ( d i s t a n c e from edge ) = ’ ) ;
d = l i n s p a c e ( 0 ,ND,A ) ;
D=d ’ ;
%I n t i a l i z a t i o n s
t =1 ;
m=1;
n =1;
w h i l e n<=A
z 0 b a r (m)=D(m) ;
x (m) = f z e r o (@f , x0ba r (m) , [ ] , Tmbar , z 0 b a r (m) , a ) ;
NCR(m) = ( exp(!x (m) ) * ( ( b e s s e l k ( 0 , s q r t ( x (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ) + ( ( x (m ) * . . .
b e s s e l k ( 1 , s q r t ( x (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ) / ( s q r t ( x (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m ) ^ 2 ) ) ) ) ) + . . .
( exp (!(2* a!x (m) ) ) * ( ( b e s s e l k ( 0 , s q r t ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) ^ 2 + z 0 b a r (m ) ^ 2 ) ) ) + . . .
( ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) * b e s s e l k ( 1 , s q r t ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) ^ 2 + z 0 b a r (m ) ^ 2 ) ) ) / . . .
( s q r t ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) ^ 2 + z 0 b a r (m ) ^ 2 ) ) ) ) ) ;
x0ba r (m+1)= x (m) ;
z0 (m)= z 0 b a r (m) /ND;
m=m+1;
n=n +1;
end
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A.3 2-D Thermal Conditions
c l c
c l e a r a l l
% Value o f Tmbar
% D e f i n i t i o n o f c o n s t a n t s
rho = 4 0 0 2 . 2 2 7 8 2 ; % Mass D e n s i t y
c = 8 5 7 . 6 7 8 9 ; % S p e c i f i c Heat
k = 3 0 . 4 5 4 ; % Thermal C o n d u c t i v i t y
% V = 2 0 ; %V e l o c i t y i n i n c h e s p e r minu te
v = 0 . 0 0 8 4 6 6 7 ; % V e l o c i t y o f t h e L a s e r i n m e t e r s p e r s e c
b = 0 . 0 0 2 2 6 0 6 ; % T h i c k n e s s o f t h e Wall ( Thin!Wall Geometry )
Tm = 1654 ; % M e l t i n g Tempera tu r e
T0 = 2 5 ; % Tempera tu r e o f t h e Base P l a t e
a l p h a = 0 . 3 5 ; % F r a c t i o n o f L a s e r Power App l i ed
o u t = [ ] ;
tmpLP = [ 3 5 0 ] ;
%x0bar ( 2 ) from c o o l i n g
tmpx0bar = !0.079234523302142;
tmpnd= 0 .065065065065065 ;
%z 0 b a r ( n!1) from c o o l i n g
a = i n p u t ( ’ I n p u t t h e v a l u e o f " a " ( d i s t a n c e from f r e e edge ) = ’ )
f o r i = 1 : ( s i z e ( tmpLP ))%1
Tmbar = ( ( p i *k*b *(Tm ! T0 ) ) / ( a l p h a *tmpLP ( i ) ) )
%i n p u t ( ’ P l e a s e i n p u t t h e v a l u e o f Tmbar = ’ ) ;
% I n i t i a l g u e s s f o r r o o t f i n d i n g found wi th program " c o o l i n g "
x0bar ( 1 ) = tmpx0bar ( i );% i n p u t ( ’ P l e a s e i n p u t t h e i n i t i a l g u e s s f o r r o o t f i n d i n g = ’ ) ;
% R e s o l u t i o n
A = 1000 ;
ND = tmpnd ( i )% i n p u t ( ’ P l e a s e i n p u t t h e me l t poo l d e p t h = ’ ) ; %ND = 0.16383762376238 ;
%a= a b a r / L
a o v e r l = a /2 .774774774774774
% V a r i a n c e o f Normal ized me l t poo l l e n g t h (0 < d < L )
d = l i n s p a c e ( 0 ,ND,A ) ;
D = d ’ ;
% I n i t i a l i z a t i o n s
t = 1 ;
m = 1 ;
n = 1 ;
w h i l e n <= A
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z 0 b a r (m) = D(m) ;
y0ba r (m) = 0 ;
x (m) = f z e r o (@f , x0ba r (m) , [ ] , Tmbar , z 0 b a r (m) , a ) ;
%Tempera tu r e
T (m)= exp(!x (m) ) * b e s s e l k ( 0 , s q r t ( x (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) + exp (!(2* a!x (m ) ) ) * . . .
b e s s e l k ( 0 , s q r t ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) ^ 2 + z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ;
% n o n d i m e n s i o n a l Coo l ing Rate
NCR(m) = ( exp(!x (m) ) * ( ( b e s s e l k ( 0 , s q r t ( x (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ) + ( ( x (m ) * . . .
b e s s e l k ( 1 , s q r t ( x (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ) / ( s q r t ( x (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m ) ^ 2 ) ) ) ) ) + . . .
( exp (!(2* a!x (m) ) ) * ( ( b e s s e l k ( 0 , s q r t ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) ^ 2 + z 0 b a r (m ) ^ 2 ) ) ) + . . .
( ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) * b e s s e l k ( 1 , s q r t ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) ^ 2 + z 0 b a r (m ) ^ 2 ) ) ) / . . .
( s q r t ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) ^ 2 + z 0 b a r (m ) ^ 2 ) ) ) ) ) ;
% Dimens iona l Coo l ing Rate
CR(m) = ( ( ( rho * c * ( v ^2)* a l p h a *tmpLP ( i ) ) / ( 2 * p i * ( k ^2)* b ) ) * abs (NCR(m ) ) ) ;
ThermX (m)=!exp(!x (m) ) * ( ( b e s s e l k ( 0 , s q r t ( x (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ) + ( ( x (m ) * . . .
b e s s e l k ( 1 , s q r t ( x (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ) / ( s q r t ( x (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m ) ^ 2 ) ) ) ) + . . .
exp (!2* a+x (m) ) * b e s s e l k ( 0 , ( 4 * a^2!4*a *x (m)+ x (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m ) ^ 2 ) ^ . . .
( 1 / 2 ) ) !1 / 2 * exp (!2* a+x (m) ) * b e s s e l k ( 1 , ( 4 * a^2!4*a *x (m)+ x (m) ^ 2 + . . .
z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ^ ( 1 / 2 ) ) / ( 4 * a^2!4*a *x (m)+ x (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ^ ( 1 / 2 ) * . . .
(!4* a +2*x (m ) ) ;
ThermZ (m) = ( ( exp(!x (m) ) * z 0 b a r (m)* b e s s e l k ( 1 , s q r t ( x (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m ) ^ 2 ) ) ) / . . .
( s q r t ( x (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^2 ) ) ) ! exp (!2* a+x (m) ) * b e s s e l k ( 1 , ( 4 * a ^ 2 ! . . .
4* a *x (m)+ x (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ^ ( 1 / 2 ) ) / ( 4 * a^2!4*a *x (m)+ x (m) ^ 2 + . . .
z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ^ ( 1 / 2 ) * z 0 b a r (m) ;
% n o n d i m e n s i o n a l Thermal G r a d i e n t
NTG(m) = s q r t ( ThermX (m)^2 + ThermZ (m) ^ 2 )
% Dimens iona l Thermal G r a d i e n t
G(m) = ( ( ( ( rho * c *v* a l p h a *tmpLP ( i ) ) / ( 2 * p i * ( k ^2)* b ) ) * NTG(m ) ) ) ;
% M u l t i p l i c a t i o n by 100 t o c o n v e r t from K/m t o K/ cm
NR(m) = ( abs (NCR(m) ) / abs (NTG(m ) ) ) ;
x0ba r (m+1) = x (m) ;
z0 (m) = z 0 b a r (m) /ND;
%Non d i m e n s i o n a l x0 f o r p l o t
x0 (m)= x (m) / !tmpx0bar ;
m = m + 1 ;
n = n + 1 ;
end
%Out = [ x ’ z0 ’ abs (NCR’ ) NTG’ ] ;
TempDepth ( : , i )= z0bar ’ ;
TempTmbar ( : , i ) = Tmbar ’ ;
TempG ( : , i )= abs (G ’ ) ;
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TempCR ( : , i )= abs (CR ’ ) ;
end %l
f o r p = 1 : ( s i z e ( tmpLP ) )
k =1;
f o r j = 1 : 2 0 0 :A
Depth ( k , p )= TempDepth ( j , p ) ;
FCR( k , p )= TempCR( j , p ) ;
FG( k , p ) = TempG ( j , p ) ;
k=k +1;
end
end
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Appendix B
3-D MATLAB Code
B.1 3-D Function File
f u n c t i o n v a l u e = f3d ( x0bar , Tmbar , y0bar , z0bar , a )
v a l u e =Tmbar!0 . 5 * ( ( exp (!( x0ba r + s q r t ( x0ba r ^2+ y0bar ^2+ z 0 b a r ^ 2 ) ) ) ) / . . .
( s q r t ( x0ba r ^2+ y0bar ^2+ z 0 b a r ^ 2 ) ) ) ! . . .
0 . 5 * ( ( exp (! ( (2* a!x0bar )+ s q r t ( ( 2 * a!x0bar )^2+ y0bar ^2+ z 0 b a r ^ 2 ) ) ) ) / . . .
( s q r t ( ( 2 * a!x0ba r )^2+ y0bar ^2+ z 0 b a r ^ 2 ) ) ) ;
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B.2 3-D Melt Pool Root Finding
c l c
c l e a r a l l
Tmbar = i n p u t ( ’ P l e a s e i n p u t t h e v a l u e o f Tmbar = ’ ) ;
x0ba r ( 1 ) = i n p u t ( ’ P l e a s e i n p u t t h e i n i t i a l g u e s s f o r r o o t f i n d i n g = ’ ) ;
% R e s o l u t i o n
A=1000;
a = i n p u t ( ’ P l e a s e i n p u t t h e d i s t a n c e from t h e edge = ’ ) ;
ND = i n p u t ( ’ P l e a s e i n p u t t h e Normal ized Melt poo l d e p t h = ’ ) ;
% V a r i a n c e o f Normal i z e d me l t poo l l e n g t h (0 < d < L )
d = l i n s p a c e (0 ,ND, A) ;
D = d ’ ;
% I n i t i a l i z a t i o n s
t = 1 ;
m = 1 ;
n = 1 ;
w h i l e n <= A
z 0 b a r (m) = D(m) ;
y0ba r (m) = 0 ;
x (m) = f z e r o ( @f3d , x0ba r (m) , [ ] , Tmbar , y0ba r (m) , z 0 b a r (m) , a ) ;
c t e rm1 (m) = ( ( exp (!(x (m)+ s q r t ( x (m)^2+ y0bar (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m ) ^ 2 ) ) ) ) / . . .
( s q r t ( x (m)^2+ y0bar (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ) ;
c t e rm1a (m) = ( ( exp (! ( (2* a!x (m) ) + s q r t ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) ^ 2 + y0ba r (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m ) ^ 2 ) ) ) ) / . . .
( s q r t ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) ^ 2 + y0ba r (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ) ;
bc te rm1 (m) = ( x (m) / s q r t ( x (m)^2+ y0bar (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ;
bc t e rm1a (m) = ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) / s q r t ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) ^ 2 + y0ba r (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ;
bc te rm2 (m) = ( x (m) / ( x (m)^2+ y0bar (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ;
bc t e rm2a (m) = ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) / ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) ^ 2 + y0ba r (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ;
NCR1(m) = 0 . 5 * c te rm1 (m) * ( 1 + bc te rm1 (m)+ bc te rm2 (m ) ) ;
NCRa(m)= 0 . 5 * c t e rm1a (m) * ( 1 + bc te rm1a (m)+ bc te rm2a (m) ) ;
NCR(m)=NCR1(m)+NCRa(m) ;
x0ba r (m+1)= x (m) ;
z0 (m)= z 0 b a r (m) /ND;
m=m+1;
n=n +1;
end
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B.3 3-D Thermal Conditions
s i z = s i z e ( z 0 b a r ) ;
n= s i z ( 2 ) ;
tmpx0bar = x0bar ( 2 ) ;
tmpnd= z 0 b a r ( n!1);
c l e a r x0ba r z 0 b a r y0ba r x c te rm1 bc te rm1 bc te rm2
c l e a r A D NCR ND d m n t z0
% D e f i n i t i o n o f c o n s t a n t s
rho = 4 0 0 2 . 2 2 7 8 2 ; % Mass D e n s i t y
c = 8 5 7 . 6 7 8 9 ; % S p e c i f i c Heat
k = 3 0 . 4 5 4 ; % Thermal C o n d u c t i v i t y
v = 0 . 0 0 8 4 6 6 7 ; % V e l o c i t y o f t h e L a s e r i n m e t e r s p e r s e c
b = 0 . 0 0 2 2 6 0 6 ; % T h i c k n e s s o f t h e Wall ( Thin!Wall Geometry )
Tm = 1654 ; % M e l t i n g Tempe ra tu r e
T0 = 2 5 ; % Tempera tu r e o f t h e Base P l a t e
a l p h a = 0 . 3 5 ; % F r a c t i o n o f L a s e r Power App l i ed
o u t = [ ] ;
Power = ( (Tm!T0 ) * ( 2 * k ^2* p i ) ) / ( Tmbar* a l p h a * rho * c *v ) ;
tmpLP = [ Power ] ;
f o r i = 1 : ( s i z e ( tmpLP ) )
Tmbar = ( (Tm ! T0 ) / ( ( ( a l p h a *tmpLP ( i ) ) / ( p i *k ) ) * ( ( rho * c *v ) / ( 2 * k ) ) ) )
% I n i t i a l g u e s s f o r r o o t f i n d i n g found wi th program " c o o l i n g "
x0ba r ( 1 ) = tmpx0bar ( i );% i n p u t ( ’ P l e a s e i n p u t t h e i n i t i a l g u e s s f o r r o o t f i n d i n g = ’ ) ;
% R e s o l u t i o n
A = 1000 ;
ND = tmpnd ( i )
% V a r i a n c e o f Normal ized me l t poo l l e n g t h (0 < d < L )
d = l i n s p a c e ( 0 ,ND,A ) ;
D = d ’ ;
% I n i t i a l i z a t i o n s
t = 1 ;
m = 1 ;
n = 1 ;
w h i l e n <= A
z 0 b a r (m) = D(m) ;
y0ba r (m) = 0 ;
x (m) = f z e r o ( @f3d , x0ba r (m) , [ ] , Tmbar , y0ba r (m) , z 0 b a r (m) , a ) ;
T (m)= exp (!(x (m)+ s q r t ( x (m)^2+ y0bar (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ) / ( 2 * s q r t ( x (m)^2+ y0ba r (m)^2
+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) + exp (! ( (2* a!x (m) ) + s q r t ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) ^ 2 + y0ba r (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ) /
(2* s q r t ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) ^ 2 + y0ba r (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ;
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% n o n d i m e n s i o n a l Coo l ing Rate
c te rm1 (m) = ( ( exp (!(x (m)+ s q r t ( x (m)^2+ y0bar (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m ) ^ 2 ) ) ) ) / . . .
( s q r t ( x (m)^2+ y0bar (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ) ;
c t e rm1a (m) = ( ( exp (! ( (2* a!x (m) ) + s q r t ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) ^ 2 + y0ba r (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m ) ^ 2 ) ) ) ) / . . .
( s q r t ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) ^ 2 + y0ba r (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ) ;
bc te rm1 (m) = ( x (m) / s q r t ( x (m)^2+ y0bar (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ;
bc t e rm1a (m) = ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) / s q r t ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) ^ 2 + y0ba r (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ;
bc te rm2 (m) = ( x (m) / ( x (m)^2+ y0bar (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ;
bc t e rm2a (m) = ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) / ( ( 2 * a!x (m) ) ^ 2 + y0ba r (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ) ;
NCR1(m) = 0 . 5 * c te rm1 (m) * ( 1 + bc te rm1 (m)+ bc te rm2 (m) ) ;
NCRa(m)= 0 . 5 * c t e rm1a (m) * ( 1 + bc te rm1a (m)+ bc te rm2a (m ) ) ;
NCR(m)=NCR1(m)+NCRa(m) ;
% Dimens iona l Coo l ing Rate
CR(m) = ( ( ( rho * c * ( v ^2)* a l p h a *tmpLP ( i ) ) / ( 2 * p i * ( k ^2)* b ) ) * abs (NCR(m ) ) ) ;
ThermX (m)=1/2*(!1!1/( x (m)^2+ y0ba r (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ^ ( 1 / 2 ) * x (m) ) * exp(!x (m) ! . . .
( x (m)^2+ y0bar (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ^ ( 1 / 2 ) ) / ( x (m)^2+ y0bar (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m ) ^ 2 ) ^ . . .
( 1 /2 ) !1 /2 * exp(!x (m)!(x (m)^2+ y0bar (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ^ ( 1 / 2 ) ) / ( x (m) ^ 2 + . . .
y0ba r (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ^ ( 3 / 2 ) * x (m) + 1 / 2 * ( 1 !1 / 2 / ( 4 * a^2!4*a *x (m)+ x (m ) ^ . . .
2+ y0bar (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ^ ( 1 / 2 ) * ( !4 * a +2*x (m) ) ) * exp (!2* a+x (m)!(4* a ^ . . .
2!4*a *x (m)+ x (m)^2+ y0ba r (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ^ ( 1 / 2 ) ) / ( 4 * a^2!4*a *x (m ) + . . .
x (m)^2+ y0ba r (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ^ ( 1 / 2 ) !1 / 4 * exp (!2* a+x (m)!(4* a^2!4*a * . . .
x (m)+ x (m)^2+ y0ba r (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ^ ( 1 / 2 ) ) / ( 4 * a^2!4*a *x (m)+ x (m ) ^ 2 . . .
+ y0ba r (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ^ ( 3 / 2 ) * ( !4 * a +2*x (m ) ) ;
ThermY (m) = 0 ;
ThermZ (m)= !1 /2 / ( x (m)^2+ y0bar (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) * z 0 b a r (m)* exp(!x (m) ! . . .
( x (m)^2+ y0bar (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ^ ( 1 / 2 ) ) !1 / 2 * exp(!x (m)!(x (m) ^ 2 + . . .
y0ba r (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ^ ( 1 / 2 ) ) / ( x (m)^2+ y0bar (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m ) ^ 2 ) ^ . . .
( 3 / 2 ) * z 0 b a r (m) !1 / 2 / ( 4 * a^2!4*a *x (m)+ x (m)^2+ y0ba r (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) * . . .
z 0 b a r (m)* exp (!2* a+x (m)!(4* a^2!4*a *x (m)+ x (m)^2+ y0ba r (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m ) ^ 2 ) ^ . . .
( 1 / 2 ) ) !1 / 2 * exp (!2* a+x (m)!(4* a^2!4*a *x (m)+ x (m)^2+ y0ba r (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m ) ^ 2 ) ^ . . .
( 1 / 2 ) ) / ( 4 * a^2!4*a *x (m)+ x (m)^2+ y0ba r (m)^2+ z 0 b a r (m) ^ 2 ) ^ ( 3 / 2 ) * z 0 b a r (m) ;
% n o n d i m e n s i o n a l Thermal G r a d i e n t
NTG(m) = s q r t ( ( ThermX (m) ) ^ 2 + ( ThermY (m) ) ^ 2 + ( ThermZ (m) ) ^ 2 ) ;
% Dimens iona l Thermal G r a d i e n t
G(m) = ( ( ( ( rho * c *v* a l p h a *tmpLP ( i ) ) / ( 2 * p i * ( k ^2)* b ) ) *NTG(m ) ) ) ;
% M u l t i p l i c a t i o n by 100 t o c o n v e r t from K/m t o K/ cm
NR(m) = ( abs (NCR(m) ) / abs (NTG(m ) ) ) ;
x0ba r (m+1) = x (m) ;
z0 (m) = z 0 b a r (m) /ND;
%Non d i m e n s i o n a l x0 f o r p l o t
x0 (m)= x (m) / !tmpx0bar ;
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m = m + 1 ;
n = n + 1 ;
end
%Out = [ x ’ z0 ’ abs (NCR’ ) NTG’ ] ;
TempDepth ( : , i )= z0bar ’ ;
TempTmbar ( : , i ) = Tmbar ’ ;
TempG ( : , i )= abs (G ’ ) ;
TempCR ( : , i )= abs (CR ’ ) ;
end
f o r p = 1 : ( s i z e ( tmpLP ) )
k =1;
f o r j = 1 : 2 0 0 :A
Depth ( k , p )= TempDepth ( j , p ) ;
FCR( k , p )= TempCR( j , p ) ;
FG( k , p ) = TempG ( j , p ) ;
k=k +1;
end
end
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Appendix C
Sample Finite Element Script File
#Do n o t d e l e t e t h e f o l l o w i n g i m p o r t l i n e s
from abaqus i m p o r t *
from a b a q u s C o n s t a n t s i m p o r t *
from abaqus i m p o r t b a c k w a r d C o m p a t i b i l i t y
d e f main ( ) :
i m p o r t p a r t
i m p o r t r e g i o n T o o l s e t
i m p o r t d i sp l ayG roupM dbToo l se t a s dgm
i m p o r t m a t e r i a l
i m p o r t s e c t i o n
i m p o r t a s sembly
i m p o r t s t e p
i m p o r t l o a d
i m p o r t mesh
i m p o r t j o b
i m p o r t v i s u a l i z a t i o n
i m p o r t x y P l o t
i m p o r t d i s p l a y G r o u p O d b T o o l s e t a s dgo
i m p o r t odbAccess
i m p o r t c o n n e c t o r B e h a v i o r
i m p o r t i n t e r a c t i o n
i m p o r t s k e t c h
i m p o r t os
b a c k w a r d C o m p a t i b i l i t y . s e t V a l u e s ( r e p o r t D e p r e c a t e d = F a l s e )
# C r e a t e new model d a t a b a s e
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Mdb ( )
a = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . roo tAssembly
s e s s i o n . v i e w p o r t s [ ’ Viewpor t : 1 ’ ] . s e t V a l u e s ( d i s p l a y e d O b j e c t =a )
# Change from " hex " f o r m a t t o " c o o r d i n a t e " f o r m a t o r " i n d e x " f o r m a t
( used f o r naming g e o m e t r i c a l f e a t u r e s )
# cliCommand ( " " " s e s s i o n . j o u r n a l O p t i o n s . s e t V a l u e s ( r e p l a y G e o m e t r y =COORDINATE ) " " " )
# D e f i ne t h e l e n g t h and h e i g h t
Length =0 .04
H e ig h t =0 .01
t =0.0022606
v =0.0084667
# R e s o l u t i o n i n t h e s e c t i o n s
j =30
# D e f i ne D i v i s i o n s
Div_1 = ( 0 . 0 5 / j )
Div_2 = ( 0 . 1 5 / j )
Div_3 = ( 0 . 8 / j )
# C r e a t e P a r t
s = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . C o n s t r a i n e d S k e t c h ( name= ’ _ _ p r o f i l e _ _ ’ ,
s h e e t S i z e = 2 0 0 . 0 )
g , v , d , c = s . geometry , s . v e r t i c e s , s . d imens ions , s . c o n s t r a i n t s
s . r e c t a n g l e ( p o i n t 1 = ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) , p o i n t 2 =( Length , H e i gh t ) )
p = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . P a r t ( name= ’ P a r t !1 ’ , d i m e n s i o n a l i t y =TWO_D_PLANAR,
t y p e =DEFORMABLE_BODY)
p = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . p a r t s [ ’ P a r t !1 ’]
p . B a s e S h e l l ( s k e t c h =s )
s . u n s e t P r i m a r y O b j e c t ( )
p = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . p a r t s [ ’ P a r t !1 ’]
d e l mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . s k e t c h e s [ ’ _ _ p r o f i l e _ _ ’ ]
# M a t e r i a l P r o p e r t i e s
#Use t e m p e r a t u r e d e p e n d a n t p r o p e r t i e s
# ( P r o p e r t y , Tempera tu r e )
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . M a t e r i a l ( name= ’ Ti!6Al!4V’ )
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . m a t e r i a l s [ ’ Ti!6Al!4V ’ ] . C o n d u c t i v i t y ( t e m p e r a t u r e D e p e n d e n c y =ON,
t a b l e = ( ( 6 . 7 4 , 2 5 . 0 ) , ( 1 0 . 3 2 , 3 0 0 . 0 ) , ( 1 3 . 8 7 , 5 5 0 . 0 ) , ( 2 2 . 6 8 , 8 5 0 . 0 ) ,
( 2 5 . 0 8 , 1 1 0 0 . 0 ) , ( 2 7 . 4 8 , 1 2 5 0 . 0 ) , ( 2 9 . 0 8 , 1 4 0 0 . 0 ) , ( 3 0 . 5 7 , 1 5 0 0 . 0 ) ,
( 3 0 . 5 7 , 1 6 2 5 . 0 ) , ( 3 0 . 3 7 , 1 6 7 5 . 0 ) , ( 3 2 . 3 8 , 1 9 2 5 . 0 ) ) )
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . m a t e r i a l s [ ’ Ti!6Al!4V ’ ] . S p e c i f i c H e a t ( t e m p e r a t u r e D e p e n d e n c y =ON,
t a b l e = ( ( 6 0 0 . 0 , 2 2 7 . 0 ) , ( 6 5 0 . 0 , 4 7 7 . 0 ) , ( 6 8 7 . 5 , 7 2 7 . 0 ) , ( 7 1 2 . 5 , 9 7 7 . 0 ) ,
( 7 3 4 . 0 , 1 2 2 7 . 0 ) , ( 7 4 2 . 0 , 1 2 7 7 . 0 ) , ( 7 5 1 . 0 , 1 3 2 7 . 0 ) , ( 7 6 2 . 0 , 1 3 7 7 . 0 ) ,
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( 7 7 5 . 0 , 1 4 2 7 . 0 ) , ( 7 9 0 . 0 , 1 4 7 7 . 0 ) , ( 8 0 7 . 0 , 1 5 2 7 . 0 ) , ( 8 2 6 . 0 , 1 5 7 7 . 0 ) ,
( 8 4 6 . 0 , 1 6 2 7 . 0 ) , ( 8 6 3 . 0 , 1 6 7 0 . 0 ) , ( 9 3 1 . 0 , 1 7 0 4 . 0 ) , ( 9 3 1 . 0 , 2 1 2 7 . 0 ) ) )
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . m a t e r i a l s [ ’ Ti!6Al!4V ’ ] . D e n s i t y ( t e m p e r a t u r e D e p e n d e n c y =ON,
t a b l e = ( ( 4 4 7 0 . 0 , 2 5 . 0 ) , ( 4 3 9 0 . 0 , 5 5 0 . 0 ) , ( 4 3 5 0 . 0 , 8 5 0 . 0 ) , ( 4 3 2 0 . 0 , 1 1 0 0 . 0 ) ,
( 4 2 7 0 . 0 , 1 4 0 0 . 0 ) , ( 4 2 5 0 . 0 , 1 5 9 5 . 0 ) , ( 4 0 1 0 . 0 , 1 6 2 5 . 0 ) , ( 3 9 3 0 . 0 , 1 9 2 5 . 0 ) ) )
# C r e a t e S e c t i o n
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . HomogeneousSo l idSec t ion ( name= ’ S e c t i o n !1 ’ ,
m a t e r i a l = ’ Ti!6Al!4V’ , t h i c k n e s s = t )
a = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . roo tAssembly
# Ass ign S e c t i o n
p = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . p a r t s [ ’ P a r t !1 ’]
f = p . f a c e s
f a c e s = f . f i n d A t ( ( ( 0 . 0 0 0 1 * Length , 0 .0001* Height , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
r e g i o n = r e g i o n T o o l s e t . Region ( f a c e s = f a c e s )
p . S e c t i o n A s s i g n m e n t ( r e g i o n = r e g i o n , sec t ionName = ’ S e c t i o n !1 ’ ,
o f f s e t = 0 . 0 , o f f s e t T y p e =MIDDLE_SURFACE, o f f s e t F i e l d = ’ ’ )
# Assembly
# C r e a t e I n s t a n c e
a = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . roo tAssembly
s e s s i o n . v i e w p o r t s [ ’ Viewpor t : 1 ’ ] . s e t V a l u e s ( d i s p l a y e d O b j e c t =a )
a = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . roo tAssembly
a . DatumCsysByDefaul t (CARTESIAN)
p = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . p a r t s [ ’ P a r t !1 ’]
a . I n s t a n c e ( name= ’ P a r t !1!1’, p a r t =p , d e p e n d e n t =ON)
# C r e a t e P a r t i t i o n s
# P a r t i t i o n h e i g h t f o r r e f i n e d mesh a t t h e t o p r i g h t c o r n e r
p = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . p a r t s [ ’ P a r t !1 ’]
f1 , e1 , d2 = p . f a c e s , p . edges , p . datums
s1 = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . C o n s t r a i n e d S k e t c h ( name= ’ _ _ p r o f i l e _ _ ’ ,
s h e e t S i z e = Length + Length * . 0 1 )
g , v , d , c = s1 . geometry , s1 . v e r t i c e s , s1 . d imens ions , s1 . c o n s t r a i n t s
s1 . s k e t c h O p t i o n s . s e t V a l u e s ( d e c i m a l P l a c e s =3)
s1 . Line ( p o i n t 1 =( Length , Height !0.15* He i g h t ) ,
p o i n t 2 = (0 , Height !0.15* He i g h t ) )
p = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . p a r t s [ ’ P a r t !1 ’]
f = p . f a c e s
p i c k e d F a c e s = f . f i n d A t ( ( ( 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 , 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
e , d1 = p . edges , p . datums
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p . P a r t i t i o n F a c e B y S k e t c h ( f a c e s = p i c k e d F a c e s , s k e t c h =s1 )
s1 . u n s e t P r i m a r y O b j e c t ( )
d e l mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . s k e t c h e s [ ’ _ _ p r o f i l e _ _ ’ ]
# P a r t i t i o n Length f o r a p p l y i n g l o a d
# S t a r t a t r i g h t edge t o l e f t w i t h s e c t i o n s o f 10 , 25 and 65% of L
f o r i i n r a n g e ( 1 , j + 1 ) :
p = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . p a r t s [ ’ P a r t !1 ’]
f1 , e1 , d2 = p . f a c e s , p . edges , p . datums
s1 = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . C o n s t r a i n e d S k e t c h ( name= ’ _ _ p r o f i l e _ _ ’ ,
s h e e t S i z e = Length + Length * . 0 1 )
g , v , d , c = s1 . geometry , s1 . v e r t i c e s , s1 . d imens ions , s1 . c o n s t r a i n t s
s1 . s k e t c h O p t i o n s . s e t V a l u e s ( d e c i m a l P l a c e s =3)
s1 . Line ( p o i n t 1 =( Length!( Length * Div_1 )* i , H e i g h t ) , p o i n t 2 =( Length!
( Length * Div_1 )* i , 0 ) )
f = p . f a c e s
p i c k e d F a c e s = f . f i n d A t ( ( ( 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 1 * Length , 0 .000001* Height , 0 . 0 ) , ) ,
( ( 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 * Length , Height !0.000001* Height , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
e , d1 = p . edges , p . datums
p . P a r t i t i o n F a c e B y S k e t c h ( f a c e s = p i c k e d F a c e s , s k e t c h =s1 )
s1 . u n s e t P r i m a r y O b j e c t ( )
d e l mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . s k e t c h e s [ ’ _ _ p r o f i l e _ _ ’ ]
f o r i i n r a n g e ( 1 , j + 1 ) :
p = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . p a r t s [ ’ P a r t !1 ’]
f1 , e1 , d2 = p . f a c e s , p . edges , p . datums
s1 = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . C o n s t r a i n e d S k e t c h ( name= ’ _ _ p r o f i l e _ _ ’ ,
s h e e t S i z e = Length + Length * . 0 1 )
g , v , d , c = s1 . geometry , s1 . v e r t i c e s , s1 . d imens ions , s1 . c o n s t r a i n t s
s1 . s k e t c h O p t i o n s . s e t V a l u e s ( d e c i m a l P l a c e s =3)
s1 . Line ( p o i n t 1 = ( ( Length!( Length * Div_1 )* j )!( Length * Div_2 )* i , H e i g h t ) ,
p o i n t 2 = ( ( Length!( Length * Div_1 ) * ( j ) )! ( Length * Div_2 )* i , 0 . 0 ) )
f = p . f a c e s
p i c k e d F a c e s = f . f i n d A t ( ( ( 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 1 * Length , 0 .000001* Height , 0 . 0 ) , ) ,
( ( 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 * Length , Height !0.000001* Height , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
e , d1 = p . edges , p . datums
p . P a r t i t i o n F a c e B y S k e t c h ( f a c e s = p i c k e d F a c e s , s k e t c h =s1 )
s1 . u n s e t P r i m a r y O b j e c t ( )
d e l mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . s k e t c h e s [ ’ _ _ p r o f i l e _ _ ’ ]
f o r i i n r a n g e ( 1 , j ) :
p = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . p a r t s [ ’ P a r t !1 ’]
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f1 , e1 , d2 = p . f a c e s , p . edges , p . datums
s1 = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . C o n s t r a i n e d S k e t c h ( name= ’ _ _ p r o f i l e _ _ ’ ,
s h e e t S i z e = Length + Length * . 0 1 )
g , v , d , c = s1 . geometry , s1 . v e r t i c e s , s1 . d imens ions , s1 . c o n s t r a i n t s
s1 . s k e t c h O p t i o n s . s e t V a l u e s ( d e c i m a l P l a c e s =3)
s1 . Line ( p o i n t 1 = ( ( Length!( Length * Div_1 ) * ( j )!( Length * Div_2 ) * ( j ))!
Length * Div_3 * i , H e ig h t ) , p o i n t 2 = ( ( Length!( Length * Div_1 )*
( j )!( Length * Div_2 ) * ( j ))!Length * Div_3 * i , 0 ) )
p = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . p a r t s [ ’ P a r t !1 ’]
f = p . f a c e s
p i c k e d F a c e s = f . f i n d A t ( ( ( 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 1 * Length , 0 .000001* Height , 0 . 0 ) , ) ,
( ( 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 * Length , Height !0.000001* Height , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
e , d1 = p . edges , p . datums
p . P a r t i t i o n F a c e B y S k e t c h ( f a c e s = p i c k e d F a c e s , s k e t c h =s1 )
s1 . u n s e t P r i m a r y O b j e c t ( )
d e l mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . s k e t c h e s [ ’ _ _ p r o f i l e _ _ ’ ]
# C r e a t e S t e p s
# C r e a t e d t o l i n e up wi th p a r t i t i o n s f o r a p p l y i n g l o a d
v =0.0084667
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . H e a t T r a n s f e r S t e p ( name= ’ Step !1 ’ ,
p r e v i o u s = ’ I n i t i a l ’ , t i m e P e r i o d =( Length * Div_3 ) / v , maxNumInc =2000 , i n i t i a l I n c =1e!04 ,
minInc =1e!05 , maxInc =1e!02 , de l tmx = 2 0 0 . 0 )
f o r i i n r a n g e ( 2 , j / 2 + 1 ) :
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . H e a t T r a n s f e r S t e p ( name= ’ Step ! ’+‘ i ‘ , p r e v i o u s = ’ Step ! ’+‘ i !1 ‘ ,
t i m e P e r i o d =( Length * Div_3 ) / v , maxNumInc =2000 , i n i t i a l I n c =1e!04 , minInc =1e!05 ,
maxInc =1e!02 , de l tmx = 2 0 0 . 0 )
f o r i i n r a n g e ( j / 2 + 1 , j + j / 2 + 1 ) :
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . H e a t T r a n s f e r S t e p ( name= ’ Step ! ’+‘ i ‘ , p r e v i o u s = ’ Step ! ’+‘ i !1 ‘ ,
t i m e P e r i o d =( Length * Div_2 ) / v , maxNumInc =2000 , i n i t i a l I n c =1e!04 , minInc =1e!05 ,
maxInc =1e!02 , de l tmx = 2 0 0 . 0 )
f o r i i n r a n g e ( j + j /2+1 ,2* j + j / 2 + 1 ) :
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . H e a t T r a n s f e r S t e p ( name= ’ Step ! ’+‘ i ‘ , p r e v i o u s = ’ Step ! ’+‘ i !1 ‘ ,
t i m e P e r i o d =( Length * Div_1 ) / v , maxNumInc =2000 , i n i t i a l I n c =1e!04 , minInc =1e!05 ,
maxInc =1e!03 , de l tmx = 2 0 0 . 0 )
#Now s t e p s f o r l a s e r l e a v i n g
f o r i i n r a n g e (2* j + j /2+1 ,3* j + j / 2 + 1 ) :
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . H e a t T r a n s f e r S t e p ( name= ’ Step ! ’+‘ i ‘ , p r e v i o u s = ’ Step ! ’+‘ i !1 ‘ ,
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t i m e P e r i o d =( Length * Div_1 ) / v , maxNumInc =2000 , i n i t i a l I n c =1e!04 , minInc =1e!05 ,
maxInc =1e!03 , de l tmx = 2 0 0 . 0 )
f o r i i n r a n g e (3* j + j /2+1 ,4* j + j / 2 + 1 ) :
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . H e a t T r a n s f e r S t e p ( name= ’ Step ! ’+‘ i ‘ , p r e v i o u s = ’ Step ! ’+‘ i !1 ‘ ,
t i m e P e r i o d =( Length * Div_2 ) / v , maxNumInc =2000 , i n i t i a l I n c =1e!04 , minInc =1e!05 ,
maxInc =1e!02 , de l tmx = 2 0 0 . 0 )
f o r i i n r a n g e (4* j + j /2+1 ,5* j + 1 ) :
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . H e a t T r a n s f e r S t e p ( name= ’ Step ! ’+‘ i ‘ , p r e v i o u s = ’ Step ! ’+‘ i !1 ‘ ,
t i m e P e r i o d =( Length * Div_3 ) / v , maxNumInc =2000 , i n i t i a l I n c =1e!04 , minInc =1e!05 ,
maxInc =1e!02 , de l tmx = 2 0 0 . 0 )
# F i e l d o u t p u t s
# Only need o u t p u t from s t e p s n e a r t h e edge t o s ave p r o c e s s o r t i me
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . F i e l d O u t p u t R e q u e s t ( name= ’F!Output !1 ’ ,
c r ea t eS tepName = ’ Step ! ’+‘ j / 2 ‘ , v a r i a b l e s =( ’NT’ , ’HFL ’ ) )
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . f i e l d O u t p u t R e q u e s t s [ ’ F!Output !1 ’ ] . d e a c t i v a t e ( ’ Step ! ’+ ‘4* j + j / 2 ‘ )
# Only need h i s t o r y o u t p u t a t edge
a = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . roo tAssembly
e1 = a . i n s t a n c e s [ ’ P a r t !1!1 ’]. edges
edges1 = e1 . f i n d A t ( ( ( Length , He ig h t * . 9 9 , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
a . S e t ( edges =edges1 , name= ’ Set !1 ’)
r e g i o n D e f =mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . roo tAssembly . s e t s [ ’ Set !1 ’]
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . H i s t o r y O u t p u t R e q u e s t ( name= ’H!Output !1 ’ ,
c r ea t eS tepName = ’ Step ! ’+‘ j ‘ , v a r i a b l e s =( ’NT’ , ’HFL1 ’ , ’HFL2 ’ , ’HFL3 ’ ,
’HFLM’ ) , r e g i o n = reg ionDef , s e c t i o n P o i n t s =DEFAULT, r e b a r =EXCLUDE)
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . h i s t o r y O u t p u t R e q u e s t s [ ’H!Output !1 ’ ] . d e a c t i v a t e ( ’ Step ! ’+ ‘5* j ‘ )
# Apply Boundary C o n d i t i o n s
# I n s u l a t e d a t edges i s d e f a u l t
# Must a p p l y ba se p l a t e t e m p e r a t u r e b e g i n n i n g a t l e f t s i d e , by p a r t i t i o n e d s e c t i o n
a = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . roo tAssembly
e1 = a . i n s t a n c e s [ ’ P a r t !1!1 ’]. edges
edges1 = e1 . f i n d A t ( ( ( Length *Div_3!Length * 0 . 0 0 0 5 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
f o r i i n r a n g e ( 1 , j + 1 ) :
edges1 = edges1 + e1 . f i n d A t ( ( ( Length * Div_3 * i!Length * 0 . 0 0 0 5 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
edges2 = e1 . f i n d A t ( ( ( Length * Div_3 * j + Length *Div_2!Length * 0 . 0 0 0 5 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
f o r i i n r a n g e ( 1 , j + 1 ) :
edges2 = edges2 + e1 . f i n d A t ( ( ( Length * Div_3 * j + Length * Div_2 * i!
Length * 0 . 0 0 0 5 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
edges3 = e1 . f i n d A t ( ( ( Length * Div_3 * j + Length * Div_2 * j + Length *Div_1!Length *
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0 . 0 0 0 5 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
f o r i i n r a n g e ( 1 , j ) :
edges3 = edges3 + e1 . f i n d A t ( ( ( Length * Div_3 * j + Length * Div_2 * j + Length *
Div_1 * i!Length * 0 . 0 0 0 5 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
r e g i o n = r e g i o n T o o l s e t . Region ( edges = edges1 + edges2 + edges3 )
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . TemperatureBC ( name= ’ Base_Plate_Temp ’ , c r ea t eS tepName = ’ Step ! ’+‘ j ‘ ,
r e g i o n = r e g i o n , f i x e d =OFF , d i s t r i b u t i o n T y p e =UNIFORM, magni tude = 2 5 . 0 ,
a m p l i t u d e =UNSET)
# Apply Loads p e r each s t e p
f o r i i n r a n g e ( 0 , j / 2 ) :
s e s s i o n . v i e w p o r t s [ ’ Viewpor t : 1 ’ ] . a s s e m b l y D i s p l a y . s e t V a l u e s ( s t e p = ’ Step ! ’+‘ i +1 ‘ )
a = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . roo tAssembly
v1 = a . i n s t a n c e s [ ’ P a r t !1!1 ’]. v e r t i c e s
v e r t s 1 = v1 . f i n d A t ( ( ( Length * Div_3 *( i + j / 2 ) , Height , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
r e g i o n = r e g i o n T o o l s e t . Region ( v e r t i c e s = v e r t s 1 )
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . C o n c e n t r a t e d H e a t F l u x ( name= ’ Load! ’+‘ i +1 ‘ ,
c r ea t eS tepName = ’ Step ! ’+‘ i +1 ‘ , r e g i o n = r e g i o n , magn i tude = 1 2 2 . 5 )
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . l o a d s [ ’ Load! ’+‘ i + 1 ‘ ] . d e a c t i v a t e ( ’ Step ! ’+‘ i +2 ‘ )
f o r i i n r a n g e ( 0 , j ) :
s e s s i o n . v i e w p o r t s [ ’ Viewpor t : 1 ’ ] . a s s e m b l y D i s p l a y . s e t V a l u e s ( s t e p = ’ Step ! ’+‘ i + j +1 ‘ )
a = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . roo tAssembly
v1 = a . i n s t a n c e s [ ’ P a r t !1!1 ’]. v e r t i c e s
v e r t s 1 = v1 . f i n d A t ( ( ( Length * Div_3 * j + Length * Div_2 * i , Height , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
r e g i o n = r e g i o n T o o l s e t . Region ( v e r t i c e s = v e r t s 1 )
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . C o n c e n t r a t e d H e a t F l u x ( name= ’ Load! ’+‘ i + j +1 ‘ ,
c r ea t eS tepName = ’ Step ! ’+‘ i + j +1 ‘ , r e g i o n = r e g i o n , magn i tude = 1 2 2 . 5 )
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . l o a d s [ ’ Load! ’+‘ i + j + 1 ‘ ] . d e a c t i v a t e ( ’ Step ! ’+‘ i + j +2 ‘ )
f o r i i n r a n g e ( 0 , j + 1 ) :
s e s s i o n . v i e w p o r t s [ ’ Viewpor t : 1 ’ ] . a s s e m b l y D i s p l a y . s e t V a l u e s ( s t e p = ’ Step ! ’+‘ i + j + j / 2 + 1 ‘ )
a = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . roo tAssembly
v1 = a . i n s t a n c e s [ ’ P a r t !1!1 ’]. v e r t i c e s
v e r t s 1 = v1 . f i n d A t ( ( ( Length * Div_3 * j + Length * Div_2 * j + Length * Div_1 * i , Height , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
r e g i o n = r e g i o n T o o l s e t . Region ( v e r t i c e s = v e r t s 1 )
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . C o n c e n t r a t e d H e a t F l u x ( name= ’ Load! ’+‘ i + j + j / 2 + 1 ‘ ,
c r ea t eS tepName = ’ Step ! ’+‘ i + j + j / 2 + 1 ‘ , r e g i o n = r e g i o n , magn i tude = 1 2 2 . 5 )
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . l o a d s [ ’ Load! ’+‘ i + j + j / 2 + 1 ‘ ] . d e a c t i v a t e ( ’ Step ! ’+‘ i + j + j / 2 + 2 ‘ )
# Apply l o a d s f o r l e a v i n g t h e edge
f o r i i n r a n g e ( 0 , j ) :
s e s s i o n . v i e w p o r t s [ ’ Viewpor t : 1 ’ ] . a s s e m b l y D i s p l a y . s e t V a l u e s ( s t e p = ’ Step ! ’+‘ i +2* j + j / 2 + 1 ‘ )
a = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . roo tAssembly
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v1 = a . i n s t a n c e s [ ’ P a r t !1!1 ’]. v e r t i c e s
v e r t s 1 = v1 . f i n d A t ( ( ( Length * Div_3 * j + Length * Div_2 * j + Length * Div_1 * j!Length * Div_1 * i ,
Height , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
r e g i o n = r e g i o n T o o l s e t . Region ( v e r t i c e s = v e r t s 1 )
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . C o n c e n t r a t e d H e a t F l u x ( name= ’ Load! ’+‘ i +2* j + j / 2 + 1 ‘ ,
c r ea t eS tepName = ’ Step ! ’+‘ i +2* j + j / 2 + 1 ‘ , r e g i o n = r e g i o n , magn i tude = 1 2 2 . 5 )
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . l o a d s [ ’ Load! ’+‘ i +2* j + j / 2 + 1 ‘ ] . d e a c t i v a t e ( ’ Step ! ’+‘ i +2* j + j / 2 + 2 ‘ )
f o r i i n r a n g e ( 0 , j ) :
s e s s i o n . v i e w p o r t s [ ’ Viewpor t : 1 ’ ] . a s s e m b l y D i s p l a y . s e t V a l u e s ( s t e p = ’ Step ! ’+‘ i +3* j + j / 2 + 1 ‘ )
a = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . roo tAssembly
v1 = a . i n s t a n c e s [ ’ P a r t !1!1 ’]. v e r t i c e s
v e r t s 1 = v1 . f i n d A t ( ( ( Length * Div_3 * j + Length * Div_2 * j!Length * Div_2 * i , Height , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
r e g i o n = r e g i o n T o o l s e t . Region ( v e r t i c e s = v e r t s 1 )
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . C o n c e n t r a t e d H e a t F l u x ( name= ’ Load! ’+‘ i +3* j + j / 2 + 1 ‘ ,
c r ea t eS tepName = ’ Step ! ’+‘ i +3* j + j / 2 + 1 ‘ , r e g i o n = r e g i o n , magn i tude = 1 2 2 . 5 )
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . l o a d s [ ’ Load! ’+‘ i +3* j + j / 2 + 1 ‘ ] . d e a c t i v a t e ( ’ Step ! ’+‘ i +3* j + j / 2 + 2 ‘ )
f o r i i n r a n g e ( 0 , j /2 !1) :
s e s s i o n . v i e w p o r t s [ ’ Viewpor t : 1 ’ ] . a s s e m b l y D i s p l a y . s e t V a l u e s ( s t e p = ’ Step ! ’+‘ i +3* j + j / 2 + 1 ‘ )
a = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . roo tAssembly
v1 = a . i n s t a n c e s [ ’ P a r t !1!1 ’]. v e r t i c e s
v e r t s 1 = v1 . f i n d A t ( ( ( Length * Div_3 * j!Length * Div_3 * i , Height , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
r e g i o n = r e g i o n T o o l s e t . Region ( v e r t i c e s = v e r t s 1 )
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . C o n c e n t r a t e d H e a t F l u x ( name= ’ Load! ’+‘ i +3* j + j / 2 + 1 ‘ ,
c r ea t eS tepName = ’ Step ! ’+‘ i +3* j +1 ‘ , r e g i o n = r e g i o n , magn i tude = 1 2 2 . 5 )
mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . l o a d s [ ’ Load! ’+‘ i +3* j + j / 2 + 1 ‘ ] . d e a c t i v a t e ( ’ Step ! ’+‘ i +3* j + j / 2 + 2 ‘ )
# Seed P a r t
p = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . p a r t s [ ’ P a r t !1 ’]
e = p . edges
f o r i i n r a n g e ( 0 , j ) :
p i ck edEdges = ( e . f i n d A t ( c o o r d i n a t e s =( Length * Div_3 * i , Height , 0 . 0 ) ) , )
p . seedEdgeByNumber ( edges = pickedEdges , number= 1)
p i ckedEdges = ( e . f i n d A t ( c o o r d i n a t e s =( Length * Div_3 * i , H e ig h t * 0 . 8 5 , 0 . 0 ) ) , )
p . seedEdgeByNumber ( edges = pickedEdges , number= 1)
p i ckedEdges = ( e . f i n d A t ( c o o r d i n a t e s =( Length * Div_3 * i , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ) , )
p . seedEdgeByNumber ( edges = pickedEdges , number= 1)
p i ckedEdges = ( e . f i n d A t ( c o o r d i n a t e s =( Length * Div_3 * j + Length * Div_2 * i , Height , 0 . 0 ) ) , )
p . seedEdgeByNumber ( edges = pickedEdges , number= 1)
p i ckedEdges = ( e . f i n d A t ( c o o r d i n a t e s =( Length * Div_3 * j + Length * Div_2 * i , H e ig h t * 0 . 8 5 ,
0 . 0 ) ) , )
p . seedEdgeByNumber ( edges = pickedEdges , number= 1)
p i c kedEdges = ( e . f i n d A t ( c o o r d i n a t e s =( Length * Div_3 * j + Length * Div_2 * i , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ) , )
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p . seedEdgeByNumber ( edges = pickedEdges , number= 1)
p i ckedEdges = ( e . f i n d A t ( c o o r d i n a t e s =( Length * Div_3 * j + Length * Div_2 * j + Length * Div_1 * i ,
Height , 0 . 0 ) ) , )
p . seedEdgeByNumber ( edges = pickedEdges , number= 1)
p i ckedEdges = ( e . f i n d A t ( c o o r d i n a t e s =( Length * Div_3 * j + Length * Div_2 * j + Length * Div_1 * i ,
H e i g h t * . 8 5 , 0 . 0 ) ) , )
p . seedEdgeByNumber ( edges = pickedEdges , number= 1)
p i ckedEdges = ( e . f i n d A t ( c o o r d i n a t e s =( Length * Div_3 * j + Length * Div_2 * j + Length * Div_1 * i ,
0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ) , )
p . seedEdgeByNumber ( edges = pickedEdges , number= 1)
f o r i i n r a n g e ( 0 , j + 1 ) :
p i ckedEdges2 = e . f i n d A t ( ( ( Length * Div_3 * i , H e i g h t * 0 . 5 , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
p . seedEdgeByBias ( end1Edges= pickedEdges2 , r a t i o = 4 . 0 , number =10)
p i ckedEdges2 = e . f i n d A t ( ( ( Length * Div_3 * j + Length * Div_2 * i , H e ig h t * 0 . 5 , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
p . seedEdgeByBias ( end1Edges= pickedEdges2 , r a t i o = 4 . 0 , number =10)
p i ckedEdges2 = e . f i n d A t ( ( ( Length * Div_3 * j + Length * Div_2 * j + Length * Div_1 * i ,
H e ig h t *0 .75!0.001 , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
p . seedEdgeByBias ( end1Edges= pickedEdges2 , r a t i o = 4 . 0 , number =10)
p i ckedEdges = ( e . f i n d A t ( c o o r d i n a t e s =( Length * Div_3 * i , H e ig h t * 0 . 9 9 9 , 0 . 0 ) ) , )
p . seedEdgeByNumber ( edges = pickedEdges , number= 20)
p i ckedEdges = ( e . f i n d A t ( c o o r d i n a t e s =( Length * Div_3 * j + Length * Div_2 * i ,
H e i g h t * 0 . 9 9 9 , 0 . 0 ) ) , )
p . seedEdgeByNumber ( edges = pickedEdges , number= 20)
p i ckedEdges = ( e . f i n d A t ( c o o r d i n a t e s =( Length * Div_3 * j + Length * Div_2 * j +
Length * Div_1 * i , H e i g h t * 0 . 9 9 9 , 0 . 0 ) ) , ) p . seedEdgeByNumber (
edges = pickedEdges , number= 20)
#Re!s eed l e f t edge f o r unknown r e a s o n
p = mdb . models [ ’ Model!1 ’ ] . p a r t s [ ’ P a r t !1 ’]
e = p . edges
p i ckedEdges2 = e . f i n d A t ( ( ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 0 1 8 7 5 , 0 . 0 ) , ) )
p . seedEdgeByBias ( end2Edges= pickedEdges2 , r a t i o = 4 . 0 , number =10)
main ( )
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